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Ian and two colleagues stood nursing mugs of coffee, joking about the week’s sports results. They 

loitered in the kitchen alcove to a large open-plan office, a maze of low partitions around desks 

potted with screens. There was a hushed ambience. Their voices were low, desultory, punctuated by 

long, thoughtful sips. They were men around forty, clean cut, business shirts and ties, IDs hung from 

lanyards. They were pausing the routine, updating margins. A small, mousy woman, somewhat 

younger, sauntered towards them, catching Ian’s eye and discreetly pointing to his desk. They 

exchanged nods and she veered away. He continued listening to a rambling joke and smiled at the 

punch line. He was tall with sandy hair, a puffy, boyish face and a build slightly gone to seed. There 

was another amusing anecdote which they all visualised somewhere in front of their shoes, nodding 

contentedly. The small, busy woman, Rhonda, returned, looking a little more concerned. Using 

thumb and forefinger of both hands she traced the outline of a screen for Ian’s benefit. Her eyes 

popped at him as both her hands pointed in rapid piston motions toward his desk. The others looked 

at him a little bemused as he nodded decisively, rinsed his mug and strode with mock urgency after 

her. 

He dropped into his chair and activated the desktop. A Police Superintendent in a strange uniform 

stared patiently at him. Ian had little dealing with uniform branches and could not be sure the 

uniform was even one of theirs. Being part of the police was actually still a novelty. The man was in 

his sixties with a long lined face, bags under heavy-lidded, mournful eyes and uncannily resembled a 

Basset or Bloodhound. Ian stared back, baffled. They blinked at one another. 

“Detective Inspector Cortes, I’m Detective Superintendant Rodney Yates of Special Operations, I’m 

sorry to interrupt your business up there but this is a matter of some urgency”. He had a soft, 

business-like voice. “I expect DCI Barkow has already briefed you on your secondment to Spec Ops 

as from tomorrow, but I wanted to expand and update that a little. As you know, we view the 

nation’s co-operation with a global body like Black Hand with deep reluctance and regard this latest 

mission as frankly absurd. We are obliged to go along with them, but we mean to register a certain 

resistance, perhaps caution, shall we say?” His head wobbled slightly. “Which is where you come in.” 

“I’m sorry sir; I haven’t spoken with DCI Barkow yet. All this is news to me. I’m seconded?” 

“My apologies, I’ve obviously jumped the gun a bit here, but this move has been discussed with DCS 

Phillips as well as Assistant Commissioner Gordon, and we are all of the opinion that your reputation 

- stemming from the Atlas Incident - would provide a handy flag. We don’t expect you to take any 

action against them, this time, but we know that your presence – just your name on the sheets - will 

concern them. They will be on their guard. That’s enough. They set store in this kind of thing. I know 

you and I think all that‘s a long time ago and a very different situation, but in terms of publicity and 

their reputation, it still has currency.”  

They were talking about an incident from over ten years ago. Ian struggled to follow. Back then he 

had been involved in an international incident while working on a global health initiative in North 

Africa. It received a lot of press worldwide. He was seen as a kind of hero. He had been a research 

micro-botanist, monitoring modified crops in a vast agricultural initiative, looking for untargeted 

consequences, misdirected mutations. They had mobile labs but there was a certain amount of field 

work involved, collecting specimens; monitoring conditions. The problem was supposedly sporadic 

unrest between rival ethnic factions in the area, something that rarely involved them but which their 
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governing body felt warranted the intervention of notorious private security firm, Black Hand. Time 

and again Black Hand would halt work in the fields under the pretext of anticipating or pursuing 

bands of ‘hostiles’, tear up and contaminate conditions with heavy vehicles, reckless troops with 

their own ‘protective’ sprays and hovering air support. No ‘hostiles’ were ever apprehended but 

often local farmers assisting the initiative would be escorted away for protracted interviews.  

Ian had only been a doctoral researcher, assisting his supervisor Professor Bruce Truman. Bruce had 

quickly suspected Black Hand’s raids had an ulterior motive, coincided with certain favoured crop 

samples, supplied by a powerful agricultural corporation. It was too much of a coincidence. By about 

the fourth incursion, he lost his temper. A squad of tall, armour-padded troops stormed from a flyer 

that came to rest in the middle of the field. This time they were wearing HazChem masks as well as 

the standard dark glasses, helmets and scarves. Bruce marched straight toward them, seething, even 

as the troop leader held up his hand to halt him. Bruce shook his head, hands on hips, shuffling 

closer.  

“Nah mate, see this?” He pointed to the Blaxland flag over the right breast of his shirt (a broad red 

sash on a dark blue ground running to the upper left, trimmed with white and extended along 

adjoining edges). “Your intervention has not been authorised by me or any of my team and is 

extremely unwelcome right now.” The head trooper’s voice was muffled by his breathing mask and 

in any case was in a language Bruce could not recognise. It could have been Scandinavian, could 

have been Slavic. Bruce carried on regardless. It felt like addressing a robot. “I’ll need your name and 

rank for my report, mate. This matter is extremely serious and my nation will withdraw its 

participation unless its authority on the ground is respected.” He was bluffing and his opponent 

promptly launched into a rambling account of his own, perfectly aware he could not be understood. 

This only infuriated Bruce more. Those monkey suits usually had inbuilt translators. He wished he 

had his portable screen with him, he had the app. He looked around to his team, to signal for a 

screen. 

 Meanwhile the rest of the troops had fanned out, hi-tech guns at the ready, communicating with 

one another by headsets.  They gestured angrily to a couple of local volunteers who had been 

tagging rows of legumes, as instructed. The volunteers dropped their taggers and jumped back, 

placing hands on heads as they backed away. The troops advanced threateningly, their curt radio 

messages unmistakeably registering amusement. This time Ian reacted and raced across to insert 

himself between the two parties. A gun barrel was perhaps fifty centimetres from his chest. Other 

members of the Blaxland team rushed after him, cautioning him to withdraw. 

“These volunteers have been cleared by WAI-8.3 and are under our direction, sport. You’re in the 

way here. Now be nice and just move on, eh?” The trooper attempted to move around Ian only for 

Ian to sidestep and remain directly in the path of the gun muzzle. The trooper eased forward until 

the muzzle pressed Ian’s chest. They eyed one another. Ian looked past his reflection on the 

HazChem visor into the dark glasses where another reflection met him. He would have liked to have 

looked even deeper into that and found yet another reflection. The silence was deafening. By now 

other members of Ian’s team had surrounded them, videoing the challenge on their screens, 

murmuring. Ian continued. “Maybe you didn’t understand me too well, mate. I’m having trouble 

catching your response. So let me try this!” He reached over his shoulder into his little backpack and 

produced a cylindrical package sealed in foil. He held it aloft, delicately, in just fingertips. Someone 

gasped. Another warned Ian sharply. But Ian was displaying it to the trooper. “See this? You know 

what this is? This is extremely irradiated genetic material – used in our control monitors. The 

containers are extremely fragile when separated out like this. I should be handling this by remote 

control, shouldn’t I? But conditions are not ideal right now. If this falls on the ground and breaks you 

can forget about the HazChem kit mate, this whole field will be hot for years and it’ll be your fault. 

See, if I’m harmed, so is everyone else - get it?” He looked for those reflections again. The onlookers 
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added more dire warnings and pleas. Finally the trooper’s radio squawked a string of terse 

instructions and they withdrew, broadcasting more unintelligible replies.  

The incident sparked intense controversy within the global administration, understandably. Bruce 

defended their conduct and his reputation counted for a lot. Black Hand were already unpopular 

with other teams but the World Agricultural Initiative (8.3) was unwilling to use other security. There 

were financial considerations that ran deep and dark. At best, the Blaxland team were untroubled by 

Black Hand for the rest of their tour, at worst much of their testing was invalidated. The story 

‘leaked’ to the press some time after, along with video coverage – now augmented by helmet-cam 

angles from the troopers. Black Hand argued that the Blaxland Team had behaved recklessly and 

supplied their coverage as evidence. In interviews, Bruce detailed his suspicions about the whole 

initiative and when asked about Ian’s package just laughed, explaining that it was no more than Ian’s 

lunch and that Ian was in the habit of using the foil sealing device in the lab. He explained that when 

dealing with mercenaries (which Black Hand were) never underestimate the instinct for self-

preservation – a point that had been impressed upon him by various military authorities prior to 

their tour.  

After that, the story was picked up everywhere and for a while Ian enjoyed a brief and unwelcome 

fame. It had been an impulsive, ‘student’ response and he was not proud of that side of his 

character. He thought of himself as a scientist. He declined interviews on the subject. He had moved 

on to work in a government department developing further agricultural techniques, legislation and 

monitoring national practice. Litigation over breached standards steadily grew until a large chunk of 

the department was transferred to a branch of police criminal investigations. This streamlined some 

of the legal framework, scattered some of the department’s resources but largely left Ian’s situation 

unchanged. He was based in the northern city of Drysdale, the regional capital to a vast farming 

economy. They still kept pace with research but spent more time with lawyers, tracking international 

investments and conferring with overseas counterparts.  

This throwback sounded drastic. “We’ll probably only need you for a couple of weeks – a month at 

most” continued Yates, trying for a conciliatory tone. Ian was still puzzled. He understood he would 

be performing more or less a token role, liaising with Black Hand in some way, for a series of public 

events that still remained vague. But why were Black Hand involved? Why were these things being 

staged in Blaxland? With all due respect, the whole thing sounded crazy. The superintendent nodded 

wearily. The other Australian nations had been approached as well. To the north, Capricornia and 

Carpentaria had already had trouble with the outcomes, had trouble keeping the whole thing quiet. 

To the south, Albertia would follow Blaxland, were watching with apprehension. It was a worldwide 

project evidently and it was absolutely crazy. Yates fully accepted that description. They lived in 

crazy times. They would never be agreeing to participation if there were not enormous pressure 

from the government. They would never be resorting to this secondment if they did not think all 

other avenues of disapproval were closed. It was indeed a crazy situation and they were resorting to 

crazy measures, no question.  

Ian wanted to know more about the public events. What were they exactly? Yates took a deep 

breath and asked him to watch a short video, his eyes closing; head shaking gently. The screen went 

black and then an animation zoomed out to reveal a black silhouette of a hand held up, as if halting, 

upon a grey field. Stirring military drumming accompanied flowing lines; converting the hand into a 

coat of arms upon a shield with the motto ‘Service for The Strong’. A stern female voice announced 

that, with over twenty years experience, Black Hand were the world’s largest and most successful 

private security service, with offices on four continents, providing bodyguards and site protection,  

surveillance, intelligence, policing and discreet interventions for many of the world’s most powerful 

nations. They provided options for government and diplomacy that were cost effective and 

completely confidential. They were a necessity in the global world of today. Black Hand extended its 
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hand, and had been at the forefront of measures against terrorism, subversion and ideologies hostile 

to democracy. Black Hand stood for world peace and stability and continued to explore ways of 

anticipating global threats. While this was announced, the coat of arms scrolled upwards, making 

way for a busy collection of short video clips of riots, massacres, disasters at airports and railway 

stations, protests outside government seats and military bases, interspersed with anonymous troops 

in camouflage fatigues, amply equipped, manning roadblocks, taking up positions on rooftops, 

directing drones over public gatherings, analysing coverage in well appointed suites with well-

dressed but digitally masked clients. Everyone was young, clean-cut and good looking.  

The sense of the military as an industry was never more explicit. The video cut to the lady who had 

spoken the commentary. She sat at a desk in a studio, the video clips now frozen in a matrix on a 

wall behind her. Her desk recalled a TV news set as did her snug business suit. The military music had 

swelled into brass and a marching tempo during the action clips but now sank down into a respectful 

background. She was perhaps late thirties, attractive, in a severe, somewhat schoolmarmish fashion, 

her hair worn up, with small, elegant glasses over which she cast glances to the camera at points of 

emphasis in her reading. A caption announced her as Janice Coak, director of public relations. She 

recapped Black Hand’s success, with statistics on staff, facilities and current share price. Then she 

clasped her hands together on the desk and leaned forward slightly, a confidential tone to her 

remarks. She would now like to share with us a very special new enterprise, one they had been 

preparing for some time and were lucky enough to have now found a client in none other than the 

World Council for Security. That was right. The WCS had expressed interest throughout its 

development but had been unable to fit it within its budget. Alas this was a perennial problem for 

the administration. However, this year, under new accounting guidelines, they were at last able to 

implement the Black Hand strategy, to be called Singing for Safety.  

It represented a radical leap in pre-emptive engagement; a targeted, nonviolent, non-destructive 

strategy that would identify potential threats and allow remedial measures. So advanced was this 

new strategy, that they at Black Hand felt it deserved a more appropriate and enthusiastic 

presentation, at this, Janet permitted herself a sly smile. With that, she sprang from her chair onto 

the desk and was magically transformed into a striking costume of a ragged, skin-tight royal blue 

jumpsuit, with a matching short shredded skirt, gloves and boots and skewed carnival mask. Her hair 

flowed, magically, manically. The music accompanied the transformation with more volume and a 

punchy dance beat. Janet fell into something like a rap recital, as she gyrated and detailed how 

careful profiles of key agitation and social influencers had disclosed a number of propensities. Of 

most interest were youths susceptible to extreme rightwing views, on race, gender, religion, 

employment and welfare. Numbers for this demographic had doubled in practically all western 

nations over the past five years, measured against rallies, social media memberships and 

merchandising, surprisingly. For many it was a lifestyle choice. Coherence or consistency across 

groups was significant, indicating frequent and efficient communication along channels not always 

detectable. At this point she leapt to the floor and strode purposefully toward the camera, which 

retreated with equal pace. From the wings, trios of similarly costumed young women entered, falling 

into a phalanx behind her, pointing theatrically upward with the recital of statistics to captions that 

flowed above them.  

Distinctive popular music of a strident, rebellious nature was found to be formative, amplifying 

attitudes and issues. Statistics on the ten most popular bands for the segment showed a 4.3% 

increase in sales during civil disturbances globally, over the past four years. A consumer’s profile 

favoured males slightly more than females by 2.6%, found the average male to be between 

seventeen and twenty-three years, slightly taller than a national average, by three centimetres, 

slightly heavier than age averages by two kilos and of average-to-better IQ and education. There was 

a strong correlation with a sporting background generating a team ethos, peer approval and hand-
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eye co-ordination. They were mostly underemployed or unemployed, although IT literate, with an 

average of three devices at any one time. They wore a restricted wardrobe, had a predictable 

shopping routine within 0.06 of a national percentile, a narrow but deep social circle that provided 

reinforcement and stability. 

In a further refinement, Black Hand Profiling had now been able to calibrate facial identification from 

CCTV coverage and rather than just identify individuals, had been able to synthesise features for 

recurrent offenders, generating faces highly likely to be involved in future activities. The profiling, 

interestingly, had proven more reliable across males, possibly because of the intervention of makeup 

by females. These archetypes typically displayed a distinct ratio between space of eyes, length of 

nose and upper lip, width of mouth and chin. Hairline and facial hair patterns also presented strong 

correlations across urban and national locations. Superimposed upon Janet and her troop, an 

archetypal head, devoid of eyes and hair, rotated as an animation with many fine green lines 

measuring features. Behind Ian, several colleagues peeked around the side of partitions 

mischievously and made quiet but alarmed “Oooohs”. The head seemed less than impressive to Ian. 

The most reliable and rewarding source of identifications had turned out to be music concerts, 

either live or broadcast in dance clubs, usually modest venues, often temporary, with sponsorship or 

affiliation with rightwing and vigilante groups. Over the past three years Black Hand had developed 

not only reliable software for this analysis but a suitably provocative musical act with which to 

attract the target demographic. The plan was to imbed and exploit their own act, to avoid 

complications and suspicions that might arise collaborating with actual acts. 

At this point Janet thought we deserved to see exactly what their projected audience were letting 

themselves in for. She thrust both hands out toward the camera, snapping her fingers and the video 

cut to a music clip. It was captioned ‘Grue Angels – Blood Pact and Posted’. At first there was only a 

raucous soundtrack, presumably recorded live at a modest venue. The picture faded in to reveal a 

trio of young women similarly costumed and groomed, their faces heavily made-up, a little like 

Japanese Noh masks, a white foundation, ruby lips, displaced or no eyebrows and random red strips 

across the face. Except there was no elegance or care taken in the appearance, on the contrary the 

impression was of a hasty and crude disguise. All were barefoot. The flanking girls played guitars 

furiously, rather than expertly, while the central singer performed a dance in which her legs were 

splayed, knees pointing in opposite directions and raised high in time to the distinctly limping beat. It 

resembled a tribal fertility rite, possibly. Behind the girls a shadowy drummer and keyboard player 

could be discerned amid roaming spotlights, going quietly about their business. The overall din was 

familiar to Ian from his occasional surveys of the music spectrum and seemed unremarkable. The 

camera hovered low in front of the girls, and they played to it with feigned contempt. As the song 

shuddered to a halt the singer dropped to her knees, sliding across the stage right up to the camera 

lens, leaning very closely, she repeated the last lines of the song – or so Ian supposed, most of the 

lyrics had been lost in the din – “You think I can’t get to you, but you’ll see, you’ll see...” she panted 

triumphantly. Something about her eyes hooked him. The look was vaguely familiar, from long ago 

he supposed. 

The clip ended and Superintendent Yates looked up, a little abashed. ”Ms Coak just goes on to boast 

how cleverly they have embedded the band in the sub-culture and how successful they have been so 

far on their ‘world tour’ and at identifying young men of a particularly susceptible appearance”. He 

sighed. Ian wanted to know what happened to them – the young men. Yates shook his head and 

studied his splayed hands on the desk. They were taken into unacknowledged custody, removed or 

‘rendered’ to one of Black Hand’s secret bases for ‘rehabilitation’. How long did that take? So far no-

one had been returned, was the resigned answer.  
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Ian felt the floor beneath his world opening up. Afterwards, two colleagues working either side of 

him, peeked around the partitions, blown away by what they had just ‘glimpsed’. “Well that beats 

monitoring irrigation channel growth”, smirked Detective Senior Constable Benny Furtz, wheeling his 

chair a little closer. “Can I come?” joked Detective Senior Sergeant Gary Walton, his knuckles 

wrapped around the partition, his nose resting upon them. Ian could see the joke but just shrugged 

toward the screen, now returned to standard documents. The world had gone mad. Later DCI 

Barkow asked to see him in his office. Dennis Barkow, a bulky, paternal figure, apologised for being 

slow but had wanted to check it was not some kind of practical joke. Because that is what it sounded 

like when Rod first contacted him. He had gone as high as the Commissioner’s Office for 

confirmation. He shook his head. It was for real, incredibly. Ian’s role would be strictly ceremonial, 

he was assured, but it was all a political chess-game really. Still, they would have to do without Ian’s 

services for a couple of weeks and they needed to work through his case load, sorting that.  

Ian called his wife, Lorraine, trying to treat it all as a farce, downplaying the sinister side. She too was 

incredulous. After all these years it seemed fishy. He agreed. He had met her shortly after the 

incident, as he started work for the civil service. His notoriety had actually been their introduction. 

She too was originally from the south, had moved north on a posting with promise of promotion. It 

had been an office romance that blossomed. ‘Lozz’ was his grounded, sociable side, and she could 

hear in his voice his discomfort. There was more to this than he was telling her, but that must wait 

until tonight. She could wait. On the bus home, out into the suburbs, he sat staring at his screen, 

undecided what he should read, watching the evening streets roll by. They lived on the outskirts, 

amongst the new housing estates. He walked from the bus-stop up hills into back streets. Everything 

was still too raw to have much in the way of gardens. Nothing felt quite permanent yet.  

Lozz was a tall willowy blonde with glasses and quick, searching eyes. Her hair was worn shorter 

now, for convenience. Their children, Bart, eight and Ada, six were usually in bed by the time Ian 

lurched through the front door. Tonight they were allowed to stay up because of his departure first 

thing in the morning. It would be the first time he had been away for so long. Occasionally there had 

been overnight stays on distant inspections out west but this was to be weeks. Weeks! Not even he 

knew how that would work out. Would there be time to visit parents and old friends down there? 

Going down to the capital Palmerston was rare for him. As a family, they had never travelled down 

there. Later, over a largely silent, awkward meal he told Lozz more about ‘Singing with Safety’. She 

found it amusing, had heard of Grue Angels. One of the teenagers at the end of the street had a t-

shirt and their banned single ‘Chick Bait’. Ian had no idea. The Angels had had previous tours 

cancelled due to public outcry. It didn’t surprise Lozz that it was all engineered. But she hadn’t 

foreseen that Black Hand would be involved. That seemed far-fetched but then their power base 

was in precisely those nations where marketing and surveillance had smoothly converged and 

pressed outward, across the globe. It was a cliché but as usual it was all about the money, the power 

really. Ian ate in stoic silence. She watched him like a hawk, her plate long emptied.   

Finally he looked up. He needed to talk to Bruce. Bruce was the one that should be involved in all of 

this. Except that Bruce had since retired, had taken up positions on the boards of several 

pharmaceutical and bio-engineering firms, here and overseas, could not be contacted directly. Bruce 

had never made the transfer to the public service, had stayed with the university, moving to 

overseas academic positions from time to time. Still, Ian would try again, perhaps through other 
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avenues. They packed a suitcase that night, made tentative plans, if this or if that, but really he was 

going in blind and could only pledge to remain in touch when he could. That seemed to strike more 

gravity into Lozz than anything they had said so far. In the morning he took the early bus, logged out 

of everything at the office and went downstairs to the visitor’s carpark, from where he was to be 

flown to Palmerston. This was a last minute arrangement, adding to the urgency and importance 

that made Ian’s stomach churn. The flyer was already there, like a streamlined mini-bus scaled up. 

He stowed his suitcase in a luggage tray that slid back under the craft as the door slid open and he 

stepped aboard. He was vaguely reassured to find four others already seated, absorbed in their 

screens, a jug of coffee on the hot plate to the rear, vaguely disappointed to find his privilege 

devalued. The atmosphere was more like a waiting room than actual transit. He found a seat as the 

door closed and a robotic voice announced they now had a full list and expected to arrive at Police 

Headquarters, Palmerston in exactly fifty-eight minutes and twenty seconds. There was no flight 

crew these days, everything was remote controlled, no safety belts or restrictions on passenger 

movement either, because of the D-Grav propulsion. The craft rose smoothly, amid dull warning 

bleeps and one could opt for a window view or convert that to a working screen. The walls served as 

either at intervals.  

Ian only recognised one other passenger, someone from local government, so conversation was 

sparse. Ordinarily on such a trip, he would have taken the new high-speed train south, getting him to 

the central station, Hadley Street, in just under three hours. It was a measure of the urgency of his 

secondment, he supposed, that not an hour was to be wasted. A flyer could go much faster and 

more directly, obviously, but then slowed dramatically as they entered busy airspace, negotiating 

the layers of traffic. He spent his time researching Grue Angels. Most of the available information 

was probably false and he did not as yet have access to anything more accurate. He surfed anyway. 

He found plenty of deleted music videos, earnest pop-up warnings, reviews on blogs, occasionally 

obscure photographs – probably doctored – on social media. It was true, they had been embedded 

very patiently, very carefully, complete with rumours, false scandals and stunts. What to believe?  

On one fan’s blog he found an interview with lead singer Lepid Pfaffy, whose real name was possibly 

Leonie Pearce, and if the publication could be trusted, she had attended The Royal College of Music 

in London for a year, studying singing and cello, improbably. Subsequently, she had worked as a 

relief teacher in Toronto. Day jobs were still a thing. She was not as young as he had supposed. Even 

without the heavy theatrical makeup she remained a compelling presence. Her female band 

members were Lynx and Leo9, essentially clones of Lepid. He studied her triumphant face again. 

What was it?   

The keyboard player, Noel, was supposedly an ex-partner and respected producer. He was rarely 

pictured at rest, always turning, hurrying, gesturing. The man was a blur to even those closest. He 

had suggested the band to Lepid when their previous one disbanded over musical differences. Ian 

smiled. It was obviously a struggle reconciling that classical training. The interview was brief, possibly 

interrupted, ended abruptly with off-camera male voices being raised. There was something very 

focussed, very cavalier about Lepid. The way she took in everything, imperturbably. Ian struggled to 

concede the attraction. The cabin announced they were now entering Palmerston mid-city and 

would arrive at police headquarters in five minutes. Ian switched his screen to a window and 

surveyed a largely unrecognisable skyline. They were slowly approaching a long, slab-like skyscraper 

in the distance, the cabin reciting various checks and measures musically, weather and time. He 

vaguely recognised the slab as the new HQ. He had never actually been there, never actually flown 

to Palmerston before. He supposed they would land on the roof but as they drifted closer he 

watched a whole windowless length of one floor, – around the tenth – labelled ‘Airport’ in enormous 

letters,  rise like a theatre curtain or roller-door, revealing their destination lit by flashing coloured 

lights. The flyer continued at a stately pace into the vast hangar-like interior, the entrance rolling 

back down behind them, a parallel one on the other side of the building rolling up, in preparation for 
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departure. He and a lady in exotic headdress alighted into a rush of wind. The luggage drawer at the 

back of the flyer slid open, proffering his suitcase. He accepted it and followed the prompts along 

strict paths to a wall of lifts. 

He studied the directory and commenced an elaborate ceremony of swiping, pressing and 

brandishing his ID through various portals, finally to be delivered into a long corridor on the 

thirteenth floor. It ran down one side of the building and he glanced through passing windows at the 

generic skyline. The Palmerston of his student days was pretty much gone. At the end of the corridor 

he could see a welcoming committee. Sergeant Pansy Sydbourne from the Attachments Desk and 

Chief Inspector Graham Thorne stood beaming fixedly as he approached. He returned his ID to its 

lanyard. Sydbourne was a middle-aged, round, maternal presence. She made the introductions and 

ushered them into Thorne’s office, to a lounge suite in one corner amid pot plants, coffee and 

biscuits on a low table. Thorne was only a few years older than Ian but more confident, urbane. He 

was slightly shorter with a narrow, unsmiling face, not given to expression. He was nursing the 

operation for Yates – it was his baby. But concerns ran all the way up to the Commissioner. 

Unusually for the branch, the operation was to be conducted in uniform and they would be 

encouraging the press. The idea was to spoil Black Hand’s moves in a feigned display of 

incompetence or innocence. They might call it passive/aggressive policing, Thorne offered as an arch 

aside. Black Hand were not going to get away with lifting anyone from the gigs, the way they had up 

in Capricornia.  

Ian wondered why National Intelligence was not involved; surely they were better equipped for this 

sort of thing? Thorne rolled his eyes. Intel would be present, no question, he sneered, and when 

push came to shove they wouldn’t lift a finger. They never broke cover, never acknowledged what 

they knew or didn’t know. Spooks operated in their own little world. Spec Ops would make all their 

plans available to Intel, as was proper, but it was a one-way street. Spec Ops’ aim was to be seen to 

be complying, of sticking close to Black Hand and their little Grue Angels gigs, but proving unhelpful. 

Black Hand would grasp the subterfuge soon enough, but it would have trouble countering it. 

Thorne afforded himself a grim grin. Ian would meet the rest of the team at a full briefing that 

afternoon. There would be three cars, two officers a car, and they would each be assigned Black 

Hand players, at the gigs and away from them. Ian’s reputation was to be a distraction as well as 

public relations bait. Spec Ops had their own contacts in the press and they in turn would be feeding 

Spec Ops moves in the venues and elsewhere. Intel was supposed to monitor the audiences with 

their own facial recognition software but so far no-one had heard back. Thorne shook his head and 

looked directly at Ian. Ian would just be window-dressing, essentially. He would be issued with a 

uniform this morning, Pansy would sort out digs and they would meet again at 1400 hours in the 

Holmes Theatre on the seventh floor.  

The new HQ was equipped with temporary quarters up on the top floors, but Ian did not qualify for 

that privilege. He had been booked into a nearby hotel. Pansy escorted him down to Requisitions, 

where he was issued with a uniform in shades of cool green with a deep crimson hat, tie and 

epaulettes.  At least he had a proper peak cap and not just a baseball cap he consoled himself, 

studying his reflection in the mirror. Then there were all the accessories and equipment, including a 

bulletproof vest, most of which he had forgotten how to use, if he had ever known. He was required 

to remain proficient with a handgun so there was only the discomfort of wearing one strapped to his 

side. That was issued from the department armoury. It was autumn and the dark green leather 

jacket was welcome once outside, towing his suitcase in search of the hotel.     

The city straddled a broad, dull river called The Wirri Worri - usually just The Worri. It flowed south-

east for another nine kilometres or so into a corner of The Pacific Ocean. The city centre lay along 

the northern bank where the land rose in a series of levels, housing finance, government, courts and 

professions. To the west lay Ian’s old university with its recreational quarters. The river boasted a 
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number of impressive bridges of various vintages and more recently a deep tunnel for road and rail. 

The main station, Hadley Street, lay along the northern bank, beside a tree-lined civic square 

surrounded by hotels, bars, restaurants and entertainment venues. Ian had assumed his billet lay 

somewhere down there, but he had been directed in the opposite direction, a block east and uphill 

about “five minutes walk” to The Anson, a four-star rated establishment, six or seven storeys. It was 

built in a brave period revival style, featuring faux stucco on a grand scale, possibly inspired by 

Hollywood’s Hispanic fantasies. The advice had been right – he could not miss it. It was all new to 

him but four-star was perhaps generous. The old HQ had been south of the river in a rambling set of 

colonial military buildings. He crossed a busy one-way street – even the traffic had been redirected – 

amid scattering leaves in a chilly south wind. The city was a lot bigger, a lot busier than he 

remembered. The Asian population had brought nests of high-rise residences and strings of lurid 

noodle bars to his route. His room was on the fifth floor looking out the front of the building. In the 

old days this had been office space for lawyers and doctors, accountants and architects. Where had 

they all gone? Further up? Back then, the mansions and ‘old money’ had started up there. To the 

east lay rugged foothills restricting coastal access, concealing private estates. That still seemed to be 

for the elite, albeit a little more crowded, from what he could make out from his hotel window.  

He called Lozz and then his parents. There were the same jokes about the uniform, posing in the 

mirror for them. He was comfortable in The Anson, looking down. They knew the area but not the 

building. He didn’t feel like lunch just yet and drifted back toward HQ. It started to rain and he 

bought an umbrella at a corner vendor. He looked down towards the river, half lost now in the mist, 

more skyline he didn’t recognise. It didn’t make him feel old, just in the wrong city. The briefing 

began with his introduction to the rest of the department, as he had expected. He loped onto the 

stage of the small theatre, thanked Thorne, took the lectern for a moment to say all the expected 

things. He was honoured to be seconded to this operation, flattered by the attention, although a 

little surprised and with little experience, but he would do his best. He nodded decisively and smiled. 

Cameras flashed and his statement would be relayed to the press, once approved. He returned to his 

seat, past senior officers and guests in the front row. But it was clearly Thorne’s show and he 

returned to the lectern looking pensively at his notes. Before they got down to the aim and strategy 

of this operation it was important to establish where they stood in relation to the notorious private 

security contractor, Black Hand. Black Hand had expanded very rapidly and recklessly into public 

surveillance and profiling in recent years, recruited poorly through favours and politics with profit as 

the single overriding goal. Their whole agenda was driven not by facts and reason but by blind 

coercion and threat. They wanted to fight terror with terror and prevail by sheer force. It would 

never work and had never worked. People when oppressed found avenues to freedom, one way or 

another, sooner or later. History demonstrated the pattern time and again. Pursuing pre-emptive 

and predictive measure would prevent nothing, at best delayed matters. They were prosecuting 

hypotheticals. He looked up, a little nervously, cleared his throat and took a sip of water. Now that 

he had got that off his chest he wanted to turn to the particulars of tomorrow’s operation.  

He introduced Ian to his new squad. They would operate from three standard patrol cars. Ian and DS 

Trevor Neale would ride in one, DS Corinne Naylor and DSC Alison Kent would take the second and 

DI Bryce Cannon and DSC Anita Nichols would take the third. All found working in uniform again 

strange, for some a novelty. All were aware of the need to work very much in the public eye in this 

operation and had been selected with this in mind. Their task was firstly to legitimise or authorise 

suspects apprehended by the Black Hand snatch team. That was made up of members of the Grue 

Angels’ road crew and Black Hand installation technicians. Should this step provoke unrest from the 

crowd there was back-up in the wings. A bus of Riot Squad members would be stationed 

inconspicuously nearby. That identified some of the officers in the front row for Ian. The press had 

also been primed for such incidents, and on reflection, Ian judged several casually-dressed guests in 

the front row to be reporters. Grue Angels were staying at an appropriately two-star establishment 
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on the west side - the aged ‘Sundowner Motor Inn’ - bringing quiet snorts in some quarters of the 

room, while the Black Hand team were housed at a rundown airfield away to the south, near the 

coast. Spec Ops would attend a further briefing there tomorrow afternoon, prior to the first gig that 

evening. The first gig was on the northern outskirts in a suburb called Grandville. It was the first Ian 

had heard of it. They were in for a lot of driving. Black Hand, on the other hand, intended to fly 

everywhere, entailing a whole string of complicated clearances, but also usefully charting their 

movements. There would of course also be air coverage, from a discreet altitude.  

Ian spent the rest of the afternoon acquainting himself with the department, its workflows and 

personnel. He was issued access to data bases, certain clearances and upgrades to his ID but not a 

desk. He was to use the nearest vacant terminal, apparently. It was a temporary arrangement after 

all. The car pool was several levels down in the basement. The cars were standard two-door patrol 

cars, with the rear converted into a small holding cell, opening at the rear. A dark green 

checkerboard pattern ran along the side, on a pale green ground. Trevor drove, the others followed. 

The three cars filed out, up ramps and along tunnels, exiting a block away in a backstreet. The drive 

south was on a new freeway under the river, skipping the old inner suburbs on the south bank. They 

headed out past the industrial belt and east across low grassy hills, to the old airstrip. It was an 

uneventful journey of around fifty minutes in which Trevor shared his take on the strategy. Black 

Hand would know straight away that Spec Ops was no help but it didn’t matter. They would just 

barge through no matter what. Graham (Thorne) set great store in recording the names of suspects 

and filing some sort of arrest charge, but Black Hand would never confirm or deny any of that. They 

would just take whoever they wanted for whatever they wanted and carry on to the next corner of 

the globe. There was no co-operation. There was no reckoning. And as Graham had said, they didn’t 

really care if the suspect actually was a potential terrorist or not. There was no proof of concept 

here. They did what they said they would do and it proved what they said it would prove. So much 

for having powerful allies and obligations, he shrugged. Ian felt there must be other avenues, 

channels in which these things could be raised but Trevor just laughed. He didn’t know of any.  

The strip had been abandoned by the air force about twenty years ago for a bigger one inland. It had 

struggled on as a commercial enterprise for a flying school, light freight and weekend sky diving. The 

control tower had been superceded by automation and a string of satellites but business was bad. 

Whole portions were now leased piecemeal. Black Hand had the biggest hangar. Their flyer sat on 

the tarmac ominously, a large streamlined bullet, at least twice the size of the one on which Ian had 

travelled. Predictably, it was matt black with no markings. The patrol cars pulled up in a line to one 

side. Everyone was suitably impressed. Bryce strode over, not taking his eyes from it. He thought this 

thing could go anywhere, right up to a space station if it wanted. He shook his head appreciatively. 

His partner, Anita supposed they should be flattered by the attention really. Two Black Hand 

technicians emerged from the hangar to greet them. They wore black jumpsuits, sunglasses and 

baseball caps. They were both tall and muscular with bull necks, possibly of Middle Eastern origin. 

They introduced themselves as Payne and Gaine and ushered them inside. They informed them of a 

slight change of plan. CI Thorne would not be joining them now. Instead, Superintendent Thaddeus 

O’Riordan would be arriving shortly. The team glanced at one another. Bryce raised his eyebrows. By 

his reckoning, O’Riordan would not have been Yates choice, for what it was worth. Inside a small 

stage and screen had been erected to one side, rows of seats arranged before it, documents placed 

upon each. There was an offer of refreshments while they waited for the police flyer, which was only 

a few minutes. This one was just a helicopter in police markings. O’Riordan marched in brusquely 

followed by two other plain clothes officers. There were more formalities then hot drinks. Trevor 

nodded discreetly toward the other side of the hangar and Ian noticed a smaller black flyer half 

under wraps there. Quick looks between the team alerted the others.  
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Finally three women in smart black business suits marched across from that direction, their high 

heels clicking rhythmically on the concrete, echoing melodramatically under the hangar roof. They 

were followed by four more men, all in black, wearing sunglasses. Payne or Gaine made the 

introductions. There were hollow smiles and nods, until the leading lady stepped up on to the stage 

and approached the microphone while the police took their seats. She was followed by the other 

two, who took their places behind her, hands behind backs. They all wore their hair up, all had 

identical make-up. Ian was immediately struck by the similarity to Grue Angels’ line-up. The 

spokesperson was named Lola - just Lola - like a stage name. Her colleagues were Lara and Lana. Lola 

gestured with her hands like a TV reporter. She turned to look directly at him and their eyes locked. 

Black Hand welcomed the opportunity to work with the distinguished Dr Cortes once more, noting 

he was now a Detective Inspector, now more than ever. She smiled tartly and other eyes rolled in his 

direction. Yates had been right about their research, their focus. Ian scrutinised her intently. Could 

she actually be Lepid/Leonie, playing another role? Lola seemed shorter, heavier, older but was that 

all just stagecraft? The voice... He didn’t know if he wanted it to be or not. He could not concentrate 

on what she was saying, continually comparing the three onstage, continually becoming confused.  

Lola explained their monitoring process proceeded on several levels. On the screen behind her an 

animation mapped out camera angles and sequences upon the floor plan of the venue. They would 

have concealed cameras placed outside the entrance, inside the front-of-house, onstage and 

amongst the lighting rig. Calibrating and co-ordinating them had been the day’s work, so far. All that 

was conducted from ‘the mother ship’ – she nodded to the large flyer outside. Once a suspect was 

conclusively identified as a latent hostile, Payne and Gaine, outfitted as bouncers, would detain the 

suspect and signal to Spec Ops with a bleep tone. A short squawk sound was played. They would 

escort him or her – and it was mainly a him – to the left side of the entrance or auditorium. There 

was only one fire exit to the place and it had been unlocked for this evening. Spec Ops needed to 

position its officers there for quick removal. The screen highlighted the relevant area of the floor 

plan, indicated a laneway to the back of the venue. They ran through timings. Black Hand would use 

their smaller flyer to position its team in the vicinity. This would be unspecified until last minute 

contingencies. The team would signal to Grue Angels on approach. Grue Angels were completing 

their sound check as she spoke.  

Ian was still lost in his insight. There was a lot of stuff about radio frequencies and confirmations that 

he missed, but the whole thing seemed to be wrapping up. He noticed O’Riordan quietly in 

discussion with two of the other technicians and presently the Superintendent sidled over to 

reassure his team that all plans remained on track, there would be more explanation for his 

presence at the debriefing and wished them luck. That was it. He was out of there. Bryce corrected 

the impression that the two accompanying O’Riordan were plain clothes. They were Foreign Office. 

The drive back to Palmerston was slower, the traffic heavier and conversation circled around the 

evening meal, either at HQ or a roadside establishment somewhere out toward Grandville. They 

checked the web for recommendations. The other cars had suggestions. There were routine checks 

with HQ, but no tips from the press, apart from a certain amount of activity on social media, not 

entirely generated by the mainstream. It was worth bearing in mind. The crazies were definitely 

stirring, according to Trevor. There was no word from aerial surveillance, either on Black Hand’s 

moves or the Grandville venue. Apparently the weather was inclement up there. They cruised back 

skirting the city centre, coming up to six and dusk, going through the plans as rain drops appeared 

on the windscreen and the lights of the city ran ragged across the windows. They were confident 

they were well prepared but nervous. These things never went entirely to plan.   
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That turned out to be an understatement. First of all, the crowds drawn to what was supposed to be 

an obscure cult event were far in excess of estimates. What was supposed to attract around two 

hundred hardcore desperados in the end attracted around fifteen hundred fiercely divided partisans. 

It led to running battles around the nearby railway station and bus stops. Grue Angels had their fans 

but also their detractors, much as affiliated social causes had their equally divided advocates. All had 

been alerted by their own grapevines and undergrounds. All seized the opportunity to air grievances. 

It was by no means entirely the fault of a mischievous mainstream press. All this occurred before 

Payne and Gaine could find suitable parking in their mysterious little black flyer and just after Grue 

Angels had completed their sound check and retired for refreshments with members of the support 

bands, Oxymoron and Ditchburn. The remaining roadies and band members battened hatches, 

guarded doors. It was getting rowdy; things were being thrown and smashed. The house 

management, consisting of an ineffectual social worker named Dorian and a simpering council 

worker named Cecily, quickly grew alarmed and locked themselves in the office upstairs.  

Secondly, the weather had not helped things. Visibility was reduced by low cloud and soaking rain, 

making encounters between fractious groups more frenetic and volatile. Then there were the 

peculiarities of the venue and location. The venue was in theory a community centre for 

disadvantaged youth, although Grandville was not particularly impoverished or dilapidated. It was a 

new, outlying suburb that had been furnished with most of the standard social amenities or 

‘infrastructure’. Expanses of open ground, earmarked for park and sporting grounds gave it a 

temporarily forlorn appearance but housing was not cheap there. Most people commuted to the city 

or an enormous shopping mall to the west. The community centre was a plain cinderblock building 

with a wide entrance on a low verandah and office space upstairs. Its staging area was open plan, 

multi-purpose, with no permanent seating or raking and partitioned booths along one side. The 

centre had been named ‘Vinigaroo’, purportedly in deference to a pre-colonial local tribe. But this 

too was contested, and the centre often called Vinaigrette by sceptical locals.  

The Riot Squad bus had hoped to loiter inconspicuously among trees on the far side of the open 

ground but had become bogged in the mud there and with a blocked storm drain nearby slowly 

immersing it in a sizeable pond. Their predicament was reported but help remained “on the way” for 

hours. Beside Vinigaroo was an expansive adventure playground, structured around a ramshackle 

framework of reclaimed timbers, bordered with a deliberately irregular fence, rising in whimsical 

ramparts with rickety parapets perhaps ten metres in places, swings and slides of rope and netting. 

Everything was daubed with the usual community art sentiments. Amongst this, Black Hand had 

concealed several of their special cameras and as the surrounding hostilities spread with fleeing and 

pursuing parties scaling the playground, two of the cameras were discovered and mistaken for 

covert local council surveillance, presumably to paedophile ends. This further enraged the young 

citizens, for one reason or another, and gave fresh urgency to their vandalism. Daylight was fading 

and the overhead orange floodlights became a target, as did Vinigaroo’s modest front of house 

illuminations.  

Most of this occurred around the time Ian and his team had pulled into a branch of ‘Chook Atcha!’ a 

fashionable fast food franchise. Its promotion centred around a red cartoon rooster with round, 

astonished eyes, improbably crouching and thrusting two pointing hands on its wingtips toward the 

viewer. It was a spacious and tidy establishment, very much in the vernacular, bright and yet 
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strangely remote, listless. The menu was basically roast chicken with anything. The team sat around 

a couple of tables, some distance from other customers and hoed in, one ear cocked for the radio. 

Alison wore her headset, just to be sure of updates, but none came. The talk was of employment 

prospects at Black Hand and possible pay scales. The pamphlet that had been placed on their seats 

at the briefing listed the three ladies as doctors of dynamic sociography, specialising in advanced 

statistical analysis involving multidimensional scaling and hierarchical clustering. Anita joked they 

had a lot of that in Blaxland. That was probably why they had picked the place. Trevor ventured they 

were definitely at the sexy end of their science, wondered what they did in their time off. Ian 

decided against raising his suspicions, lest it betray too much familiarity with the work of Grue 

Angels. But he looked forward to seeing them live, in the line of duty, if possible. Possibly then he 

would say something. Possibly then others would have seen the resemblance. Then, as they were 

leaving, he glimpsed three young women climb from the back of an unmarked van and hurry into the 

restaurant through the rain. He was again jolted. They were dressed in just jeans and sloppy tops, 

but something, something clicked. It felt like fate. He watched them, half expecting one of them to 

glance in his direction. But they were in the company of a group of young men, four or five in 

hoodies and overalls. 

Payne and Gaine hurried along empty residential streets in the direction of Vinigaroo. It was dark. 

They had received an update from the road crew inside and knew the situation. They were now 

dressed as bouncers, with a well known logo on their chests, head-sets on. They had ended up 

parking their flyer in a school yard, for want of a clear surface, vaulting the high surrounding fence 

and jogging at the direction of their satellite navigator. It was wet and slippery and they began to 

cross a field. The mother ship reported two confirmed suspects outside Vinigaroo, but apprehension 

did not seem possible now. The Spec Ops team would be there shortly. They had been unaware of 

the preceding disturbance. The Riot Squad were eventually making their way on foot, some awaiting 

assistance for the bogged bus. Lola sounded less than impressed. Payne and Gaine grinned to one 

another, stumbling and squelching through the dark field, on what was supposed to be a shortcut.  

Using a loudhailer, the Vinigaroo management announced from their office window that the gig 

would not go ahead until rioting had ceased. This was met by scattered amusement somewhere in 

the darkness. Management could hear footsteps on the roof and feared the worst. They closed their 

window. Some of the crowd had dispersed, perhaps fallen back inside the playground, sheltering 

from the rain. The atmosphere was still tense. Two of the floodlights that lit the forecourt had been 

smashed, limiting visibility and video surveillance. Payne and Gaine entered by the back door, noting 

the attentions of lurking probables. Someone asked them when the gig would start and they fired 

back that the box office would open in ten minutes. It was what they always said in these situations. 

When Spec Ops arrived they discovered that the small parking area in front of Vinigaroo was pretty 

much full of enormous recreational vehicles, mostly the worse for wear. They ended up parking on 

the grass in front of the playground. Bryce took his car around the back, through the mud, but 

parking was an issue there as well. 

Ian was surprised at the turnout and outcome. He had no idea a place like Palmerston harboured so 

many malcontents. The appearance of the patrol cars drew them out of their shelters and nearby 

SUVs, like zombies. Behind them, across the road he could make out people emerging from their 

houses, gathering on lawns, looking on gravely. Trevor had his head-set on, co-ordinating with Black 

Hand. He spoke with one of the road crew inside Vinigaroo and gave the OK to open up. Lights 

flickered; furniture was dragged away from the front doors. Corinne and Alison had been forced to 

park further along and walked back, torch in one hand, stun gun at the ready. They announced 

loudly that unless one was attending the concert they must clear the area. It was time to go home! 

Here and there they kicked at fallen fragments of placards and shreds of banner. What were the 

issues? The usual stuff. Ian and Trevor climbed out of their car at the approach of the two police 
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women. Voices in the darkness called unflattering asides. Torches flashed forlornly along the side of 

Vinigaroo and the playground. The voices went undetected. Handy-sized objects began to fall and 

bounce around them. Someone recognised Ian from television clips and called out “Hey Ian, have 

some lunch mate!” and hurled a souvlaki wrapped in foil from somewhere in the direction of a 

jacked-up SUV with search lights festooned across the roof and bull bar. The package whirled past 

his shoulder. There was rough laughter. Fruit and cans, empty and full followed. Trevor and Ian 

ducked back into their car, objects pounding onto its roof. Corinne and Alison set off after a couple 

of youths across the sodden field, everyone skidding and losing balance, helplessly laughing. 

Then the mother ship announced they had confirmed a suspect on the roof, courtesy of a skewed 

camera eight in the playground. Someone had batted the camera’s direction away to spoil 

surveillance, only to allow solid recognition of an intruder on the roof of Vinigaroo. He conformed to 

five of their eight desired profiles. The intruder had now assembled sundry debris and set fire to it, 

proceeded to kick and tear away at two air-conditioning shafts. Payne and Gaine rushed from inside, 

as the youth skidded down onto the verandah roof, preparing to escape. But upon seeing the two 

bouncers, he turned and clambered back up, making for the back of the building. The mother ship 

alerted Bryce and Anita, who had come under ambush themselves. The youth leapt from the roof to 

the yard at the back door and bounced up. Bryce raced to the back gate, torch and stun gun ready, 

only to be momentarily stunned by a plank launched from somewhere high in the playground 

ramparts. The fleeing suspect brushed past him and fled across the field. Payne and Gaine had sped 

around the side, only to find a cyclone wire fence separating them from the back yard. Payne 

clambered over it while Gaine raced straight through to the back lane, to be waved on by a 

struggling Bryce, who was then bowled over by a frustrated Payne, hot in pursuit.  

In the meantime the mother ship had activated the smaller flyer remotely and brought it over the 

field, its spotlight finding the fleeing figure. He was eventually brought down by Gaine and soon 

joined by Payne. Members of the Riot Squad arrived raggedly, unsure of their jurisdiction at that 

point. Anita helped Bryce to his feet and updated the rest of the team. They looked out to the field 

where the flyer now hovered just centimetres above the bog, lights flashing. Payne and Gaine hauled 

the suspect into the rear gate of the flyer and followed him. Bryce swore and panted, panted and 

swore. Corinne and Alison returned, soaked and muddy with a surprisingly cheerful teenager. Ian 

and Trevor requested back-up from the Riot Squad and their bus heaved up, minutes later with half 

a dozen officers taking up positions across the entrance to the playground, only for everyone to 

make way for the fire brigade, which had been summoned by Vinigaroo’s management. Firemen 

rushed up with ladders to the verandah while others charged through the front door with hoses. 

Eventually management announced through their loud hailer that the concert had been cancelled. 

Arrangements for refunds or substitutions were underway and would be announced online. Again, 

management could only express its regret at the unexpected turn of events. 

The team conferred from their respective cars, breathless and disappointed. The Riot Squad moved 

slowly through the playground, dislodging the fleet footed, apprehending the slow. Black Hand 

expressed no interest in them. Their main concern was with Grue Angels’ equipment and some of 

their own cameras, damaged in the fireman’s extinguishments. The band had returned to their 

motel. Their road crew would work into the night assessing the damage, repairing if possible. In 

every way the operation had been a disaster. There would be a debriefing when they returned to 

HQ. It was set for ten o’clock. On the drive back, Trevor was surprisingly philosophical. True, Black 

Hand had snatched one they could not identify, but with any luck the rest of the tour might be 

cancelled for lack of gear. Not just any gear would do that band, he suspected. Ian asked if he had 

seen the band live. Trevor had seen the official video for ‘Chick Bait’ but that was not live. His 

eyebrows jumped. However, in an earlier background briefing with an audio boffin at HQ, he had 

been told that the Grue Angels’ mixing desk was special, with all sorts of high-tech add-ons to jazz 
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and filter frequencies, to really drive the blood pressure. That stuff was not commercially available. 

It had been developed for scientific and military purposes. Did Trevor think that the singers were for 

real? No, the singers would be Black Hand staff, recruited for the project. Real musicians might 

develop the songs, but everything else was just Black Hand - theatre. Ian could only add his regret 

that they would not get the chance to see them in action now.    

The debriefing was in a small conference room with a long narrow table. Yates sat at the top, 

O’Riordan on his right. A DCI Christopher Mason – O’Riordan’s right-hand man - sat on the left. He 

was balding, in his forties, with a background in IT, being fast-tracked, according to rumour. They 

reviewed coverage from each of the team’s uniform cams, went through the timeline on screens on 

either wall, compared it to the planned or expected timeline. The team had not been late, on the 

contrary. Their updates were compromised by weather more than anything. But intelligence from 

Black Hand had been withheld. That move with the small flyer was one no-one had foreseen. It was 

unclear as yet whether the tour would continue, how much damage the band’s equipment had 

suffered. Spec Ops had requested an identity for the apprehended figure but predictably Black Hand 

would neither confirm nor deny information about persons involved in their operations. Yates 

spread his hands on the table, dispersing the frustration. At best Black Hand would share the 

conforming body profile for the suspect. This was a digital simulation, built up from complex layers 

of features, collating attitudes, abilities, opportunities and motives. Someone sniggered “So it’s 

Identikit 8.0?” There was stifled amusement. Yates good-naturedly rolled his head. “It’s the science. 

What can I tell you?” They played the file on the screens, wherein a basic monochrome 3-D 

modelled head slowly rotated through three hundred and sixty degrees laterally, then vertically. 

Various typical hairstyles were applied. The sequence was repeated for the full naked figure, 

determining height, weight, body mass and muscle. The table looked on in respectful silence at 

either screen.      

When it ended there was an awkward silence. Trevor flicked a glance across at Ian. “Notice 

anything?” he asked quietly, a smile lurking. Ian had not. It looked like a showroom mannequin to 

him. The room stirred. “You didn’t see any resemblance there?” teased Trevor, a little more 

confidently. Ian looked around the room. All eyes were upon him. He had not. Was Trevor 

suggesting it resembled... him, he asked incredulously. Now the whole room laughed. Even Yates 

smirked. “Come on, Ian – that could be your younger brother or you twenty years ago!”  Ian’s 

younger brother was thirty-four. He struggled to find the resemblance. He looked around the room 

and asked if he was the only one who had not seen it – could not see it? Reluctantly, the room 

agreed. Yates conceded there was a resemblance, whether it was coincidental or not he was unsure. 

But given the history of DCI Cortes and Black Hand, it would be unwise to discount it. Ian sat there 

stunned, reeling in the implications. Was this some sort of joke? They had all seen the guy on the 

roof. He was tall and athletic, probably around twenty. There was a real person involved here and 

this was what they had to go on? He thought Black Hand were just thumbing their high-tech noses at 

dogged little Palmerston. Yeah it was some joke.  

The room grew sombre again. Until they knew Grue Angels were cancelling the rest of the tour, they 

would proceed with plans for the second concert. That was in four days time. There were still 

preparations to be made. Yates looked searchingly around the table with his mournful, faintly 

rheumy eyes. Finally, he wished to explain the unexpected absence of DCI Thorne. Graham was a 

dedicated and ambitious officer but his preliminary remarks at the briefing were reckless and out-of-

keeping with the occasion. There were a number of guests present who did not share the 

department’s sentiments on government policy. Word had got back to the minister and placed Yates 

in an embarrassing position. He wished Thorne well, but felt it was in his best interests to pursue his 

career in other departments. Luckily, Detective Superintendent O’Riordan had been so kind as to 

spare DCI Mason for this operation. His reputation no doubt preceded him and Yates was grateful 
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that he would now head the team. Mason thanked Yates, looked forward to working with the team, 

as from tomorrow. There was another awkward silence with only nods before Yates closed the 

debriefing and heaved himself to his feet. The team trooped back to their office. Bryce took another 

handful of paracetamol and explained he had to report to hospital for suspected concussion. There 

were tests to be run for OHS. He definitely had a headache and a cut on the side of his head but he 

doubted it was anything more. Back at the office there were preliminary reports to be filed, some 

review of the events. Ian sat at a desk still wondering if it was all an elaborate joke. He was now the 

object of public derision amongst disaffected youth and contempt from the nefarious Black Hand. He 

reran the animation of the suspect profile. He honestly had not seen the resemblance. The even 

beige flesh tone and black background made the whole thing so clinical and remote. Had he looked 

like that when he was twenty? He had been thinner, definitely. The old news clips from Africa 

testified to that. But the fact that the rest of the room had seen it while he could not; troubled him. 

He felt a fool, in over his head in Spec Ops. 

The next day they went over the remaining tour dates. The next venue was a more familiar one; a 

former roadhouse on what had been a main highway south. Over the years the city’s boundaries had 

crept outward and the roadhouse’s value as a fuelling stopover had dwindled with competition. It 

had met the challenge by becoming an increasingly bold or experimental venue, catering to a bored 

outer suburban clientele. It rebadged itself as ‘Shouse’ roadhouse, and acquired a reputation for 

being wild, chaotic. Its success even for this niche faltered however, melees and drug dealing gave it 

notoriety but not a solid customer base. Black Hand would have been well aware of its standing. The 

Spec Ops team joked there was no need to install CCTV – the Narcotics people had blanket coverage 

throughout the premises. At the back there was a large floodlit carpark where drug sales continued 

where shadows allowed. But this had only inspired more floodlights and cameras giving the place a 

comical, theatrical presence. Current transactions had retreated into the skirting scrubland. It fitted 

the profile but felt a bit predictable to Ian after Vinigaroo. Even he had heard of Shouse up in 

Drysdale. But it was also a reminder of how much Palmerston had changed.  

Mid morning Mason called them all back into the conference room. He had had time to review the 

operation and all things considered, did not think things stood too badly for them. He had contacted 

their press links and refined the leak scope, but there were factors there beyond their control. There 

was ‘freedom’ of the press, unfortunately. He turned to Ian, ‘higher powers’ had also indicated that 

Black Hand’s focus upon DI Cortes was proceeding accordingly and that he was to patiently persist. 

He gave Ian an arch look and could say no more about the matter. But they were to be reassured 

things were going favourably in a bigger scheme, on a higher level. Ian presumed Mason was talking 

about the spooks, National Intelligence. Mentally he ran through the guests that had attended the 

briefing in the front row, certain that one or two of them would have been Spooks. He remembered 

Thorne’s sceptical view of their effectiveness; that they would do no more than ‘play their own 

game’. Somehow Ian could not feel reassured by their approval. There was more relaxed 

consultation with the Riot Squad on numbers and positioning for the next venue and predictable 

amusement when they learned it was at Shouse. Someone quipped they practically had their own 

parking spots there.  

Then Mason sent word there was to be a screen conference with Black Hand at three. They all 

trooped back into the conference room at the appointed hour, along with some of the other office 

staff, spreading themselves around the long table, looking to the screens on facing walls. Mason, at 

the top of the table was the only one with a laptop and camera before him. He explained he felt it 

would save time if they were all in on the exchange and could Q&A afterwards. Some had wanted to 

do this from their own desks. Since Ian actually had none he was happy to go along with the old-

school group effort. There was an overhead camera by which Mason would indicate his gathering to 

Black Hand but no means by which the team could communicate individually. They were yet to see 
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Black Hand’s arrangements. But they did not have to wait long. A bust of Lola against a blurred 

background (possibly the wall of the hangar they had visited) abruptly appeared. At first she had 

downcast eyes, nodding to an earpiece feed. When she looked up she immediately greeted them, 

anticipating that she was now speaking to Detective Inspector Mason and looking to the camera for 

confirmation. Mason responded and cut to the overhead camera to introduce his team. She studied 

it for a moment, offering no indication of her own circumstance. She was pleased to be working 

closely with the whole team and felt there was room for closer co-operation but first they must take 

stock of some contingencies. 

Ian studied her in close-up, she seemed younger, sterner. Did she still uncannily resemble Lepid and 

Grue Angels? He was struck more by the contrast in character. Where Lepid was defiant, playful and 

impetuous, Lola was measured, calm and articulate. Today her hair was dark and bobbed, probably a 

wig. Her jaw set, her eyes narrowed, dress inevitably black. Was any of it real? She was not just an 

animation; that much was certain. But she was a fiction, a role. Yet it was fiction he found strangely 

appealing. The person behind it remained at one remove, remote and pale, yet mysteriously full of 

promise. She was intelligent, clearly, and there was something reassuring in her command of facts, 

eschewal of attitude or rhetoric. It was not unlike a scientific stereotype he concluded and was 

reminded of Mason’s tip about Black Hand targeting him. Is this what they had in mind? He could 

not resist a faint grin. What did it matter if he liked her? He was just part of the team, hovering 

around Grue Angels’ tour. What did they think he could do, or would do? Lola was the acceptable 

face of a very unacceptable organisation and he could not see how he might be of use to them, even 

if he felt so disposed. 

Meantime Lola had gone on to inform them that Grue Angels’ sound system had been damaged in 

the fireman’s efforts, along with some unfortunate side-effects from the extinguishing fluid and its 

sudden encounter with high-end electronics expelled upon an array of pot-plants along the southern 

wall of the Vinigaroo hall. The result was a lot of unusually resilient foam. Their experts had been 

examining this today with an insurance assessor and there was talk of a bio-hazard, she felt obliged 

to add. She paused for a brief stare at the camera, just the faintest insinuation in her eyes. 

Unfortunately Ian was so engrossed in his thoughts he missed what may have been another tease. 

Grue Angels’ road crew had decided they could adapt several components but others would need 

replacement. This was possible but would take a few days. The delay then created problems for their 

itinerary and the next venue could not shift its bookings. The band was currently negotiating for an 

alternative venue which would probably include new support bands. The Imbeciles and Antibodies 

were front runners there. Grue Angels expected to make a public announcement within forty-eight 

hours. Black Hand’s own equipment was not an issue.   

The conference wound down with Mason awaiting updated tour details and expressing regrets at 

the delay. For his part he hoped to reduce disclosure to opposing groups, to distract them in other 

ways. Once the screen went black he turned to the table and fired off a series of orders. Someone 

was to consult the list of probable venues and their situations, another was to bring Missing Persons 

into the loop, another was to check surveillance of The Sundowner; another was to do the same for 

Black Hand’s hangar. There were aerials for the latter. Ian was to follow up the bio-hazard lead 

although it was probably false and Trevor was to get someone from audio engineering to inspect the 

damage at Vinigaroo, what was left of it. Mason’s suspicion was that the reshuffle of the tour could 

be a ruse to wrong foot them, to off-load Spec Ops. Responses to Lola’s announcement were 

cautious. There was no indication where she had made it from, no mention of the rest of her team, 

no real plan for closer co-operation as yet. Mason nodded heavily. And it was Friday. They could not 

lose momentum on this. He felt frustrated that everything remained so formal, that he could not yet 

absorb the whole picture, navigate the situation as he would like.  
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Trevor could not raise someone from Audio so late in the day. Ian searched for images of the 

unusual damage via the fire brigade and local police. Their data bases were up-to-date but 

inconclusive. There was solidified foam in a radical spatter pattern across a row of what had once 

probably been potted palms but he had no idea of the chemistry. Firemen had remarked upon it but 

not sampled it. The whole venue was still cordoned off although Grue Angels’ roadies had removed 

some equipment according to the fire brigade, possibly nullifying insurance claims. Trevor had a 

background in surveillance technology and since he lived out that way, decided to check out 

Vinigaroo tomorrow. He would consult with Audio unofficially and see what he could see. The patrol 

car had to be returned to the pool which left Ian on foot and office bound. There were leads he 

could chase but nothing major. The day petered out with the office pretty much sitting on its hands, 

herding peripherals. Trevor changed into plain clothes and left to take his train. He invited Ian home 

for dinner on Saturday night. It was a thirty minute train ride. He was married with three children, 

the eldest eleven. He had a nuggetty build and had played football in younger days, something still 

boyish about his scrubbed features. Ian watched him march away into the glittering Friday night.     

 

 

 

He tried calling his parents without luck, ate in the cafeteria and went back to The Anson in plain 

clothes. Saturday morning his mother called back. He explained his secondment in very general 

terms and hoped to visit her once he had a clearer timetable. His parents lived away to the south 

west on the rising slopes of the tablelands. It was about an hour by train. The family had grown up in 

West Palmerston but with retirement and strenuous urban redevelopment, his parents had 

retreated to a seniors’ pastoral getaway. His father had been a senior public servant, high in the 

Ministry for Health and Sanitation. Their retirement was comfortable but strangely bland. His 

mother had been a filing clerk before marriage, a lawn bowls champion after. He had a brother and 

sister who had found careers south, in Albertia. During the call he saw that Lozz had also called. 

After, he wandered out into Palmerston, vaguely heading towards the river. He wondered about 

calling Lozz’s brother Andy, but didn’t. They were not close and both would know the call was no 

more than a courtesy. Andy lived in the salubrious south-eastern suburbs, nestling in the hills that 

guarded the coast. The coast itself was not particularly hospitable along that stretch, mostly reefs 

and cliffs, although the level ground above it was much sought after for holiday seclusion. He could 

see the hills as the street dropped down past Police HQ and realised he had driven under some of 

those suburbs on his trip down to the Black Hand base. Again the past seemed undermined for him.  

He had reached the city’s entertainment precinct and thought about a movie but decided the hotel’s 

in-house library was better. He walked back, watching tourists and weekend crowds. He declined 

Trevor’s invitation, pleading catch-up time for relatives. He called Lozz. It was a long and straggling 

conversation, mainly concerning the kids, what they had done or hadn’t done, said or hadn’t said, 

needed or wanted, how Lozz assessed their development, their standing in the neighbourhood. She 

was a very thoughtful, conscientious mother, with a competitive edge, he had come to realise. She 

wanted to hear his opinion, hear his experience on these matters but Ian struggled to contribute. 

Yes he listened to the kids at meals, played with them on evenings and weekends, when available, 

went places together, made things, fixed things, showed them how to, what to say to whom and 

when, but these were not things he knew how to assess. They were things he just did when he 

could. It was just time spent and never enough; he knew that and depended on Lozz for more, for a 
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better placed assessment. But she wanted it to be a partnership, to measure her judgements against 

his and whatever he said at that point seemed to let her down, to be inadequate. They tracked this 

one around and around in conversation after conversation, first accepting their different roles, then 

seeking to measure or balance them and they never could. At last, exhausted but hardly resolved 

they let the thing rest, each to take stock privately, try to understand why there was still a problem. 

It had grown into a ritual Ian could only attribute to marriage.  

Around ten he had a message, ostensibly from Spec Ops but without a sender and appearing on his 

laptop but not his pocket screen. It immediately aroused suspicions. It was simply a link to an online 

video of Grue Angels. It was supposedly a live recording made in their motel room at the Sundowner 

Motor Inn and uploaded two hours earlier. However the lurching, rumbling beat sounded impossibly 

clean and extravagant to be the result of the acoustics of low lit, suitably shabby motel room. A 

solemn caption unfurled slowly across the bottom of the screen, announced the song as ‘Tekno 

Priznuz’ in a stencilled font before slowly fading out as Lepid, Lynx and Leo9 reeled and staggered 

into frame in crimson body suits decked with loose, tattered ribbons, the dance moves closer to a fit 

or spasm. The gist of the lyrics, from what Ian could make out, concerned increasing censorship of 

telecommunication, oppression by deliberate disinformation or spin. While hardly original, it struck 

him as surprisingly sophisticated for the genre. Lepid strutted back and forth, arms swinging 

recklessly, legs high kicking one side and then the other. She wore a distinctive headset that he 

suspected was largely decorative, with the microphone arm encased in a little fur claw, giving the 

comical impression of Lepid stifling a yawn while singing. The head phones were modelled as long 

and pointy ears, in keeping with a certain mammalian leitmotif.  

Lepid herself was in coy, restrained mode. Head dipped, she addressed the camera from beneath 

knitted brows, eyes underlined with broad anti-glare black strips like a baseballer. “Tekno... Tekno...” 

she mocked an older generation’s embrace of the digital revolution while the band nonetheless 

luxuriated in its resources for video. Her eyes widened at the completion of a sentence or perhaps 

verse, granting the sentiments a theatrical irony. All in all it was a very polished performance, for a 

purportedly impromptu rehearsal in a motel room. Following the song Lepid advanced, catching her 

breath and apologised to all their fans for the cancellation and delays but promised the band would 

not leave Blaxland before completing four gigs. They had her word for that. And her word, while 

wrapped in an American mid-western accent, carried traces of something else. Nothing about her 

was what it seemed. Ian sat staring at the screen, tempted to look at more videos by the screen’s 

prompting, but paused by the mystery of the sender of the link. If it had been one of the other 

members of the team at Spec Ops, it would have carried their address. It had to be sent from 

someone outside the team, probably the department, but someone with access. Coming after 

Mason’s remarks about being targeted, Ian was beginning to feel a little paranoiac. Again, as with 

Lola, he sneered at the presumption of Black Hand. What if he were attracted to the notorious lead 

singer? How would Black Hand turn that to advantage? The whole thing was ridiculous, apart from 

Black Hand’s dark dealings behind the scenes. They were a formidable enemy – no question. There 

would be some larger scheme at play – definitely. He did not know enough about any of it – quite 

obviously.  

On Sunday he spent the morning catching up on his correspondence back in Drysdale. Then with the 

weather clearing, he wandered out for fresh air. He decided he would visit his old university, six or 

seven blocks to the west. These days it was served by underground rail stations to the south, near 

the river, and north, in roughly the direction in which he walked. The university was the one part of 

the city he was still familiar with, since he used his old department for odd tests and consultation 

from time to time. There was a network. The old part of the university was down closer to the river. 

Dignified sandstone buildings from the nineteenth century with Oxbridge-like cloisters that marched 

around trim little garden squares were the order of the day then. Later additions forged up the long 
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ridges north and then west, absorbing parkland, several attendant institutes. Its strength was the 

Faculty of Medicine followed by Engineering and later genetic extensions all piled up on the north-

west. These were amongst the largest buildings on campus now, almost all in partnership with global 

corporations.  

The streets were almost empty as he strolled through the city’s legal and civil service sectors. Little 

was open and his thoughts were of his campus days, of Bruce and various contemporaries since 

dispersed far and wide. There were buses he could have ridden but he was in no hurry. The campus 

was largely deserted at this entrance as well, just pockets of activity around the student union 

building. Most of the residential halls had been relocated south of the river, a controversial move 

made more amenable by new underground stations down there. The old buildings had been 

converted into science departments, mostly administration.  He enjoyed the simple navigation of the 

campus, noting the new high-rise additions, shops and cafes. He drifted down long flights of 

celebrated steps, across forgotten alleys crammed with parking restrictions, past gardens, statues 

and lawns with picnic benches. Heading south, he was also aware that this corner of the campus 

broached the Sundowner Motor Inn, on the other side of an elaborate traffic roundabout. This was 

the older, dignified part of the campus, from the days when three or four floors to a building were 

adequate. There were more students or tourists posing around this part and then, as he was idly 

admiring some terracotta gargoyles on the roof of a building opposite, he noticed a small black flyer 

hovering above, at a discreet distance. He studied it as it drifted very slowly north. It was only as he 

then glanced down, trying to map its position to the street plan that he suddenly saw her. It was 

Lepid. She was dressed conventionally, in a beige raincoat, a double-breasted Burberry or similar 

and dark slacks with trainers. She wore her hair under a baseball cap but it was unmistakeably her, 

even with dark glasses. And she was seemingly unaccompanied. She stood a block away on the other 

side of the street, also looking up at the flyer and then as her gaze returned to street level she 

seemed to see him. There were other pedestrians between them but it felt as if she somehow 

recognised him. Ian froze in a triangulated equation. She then turned, consulted her screen and 

continued up the hill. Ian looked again for the flyer but it had drifted away east now. He watched the 

triangle dissolve.  

The next day the rest of the team reported receiving mysterious links to two Grue Angels videos. 

Some received both links, others one. Some received links to Grue Angels live at The Sundowner, 

others to a press conference, probably shortly before their performance in the motel. There the 

band announced updates for their interrupted tour schedule. In both cases a sender could not be 

traced and Mason was furious. As far as he was concerned this ran right up to the Commissioner’s 

office and on to the Ministry. His whole world was compromised. If it was not a leak it was a hack 

and Internal Complaints would be notified either way. Later, quietly, Trevor explained ‘would be’ 

meant after they had finished their operation and IC could not get in the way. Spec Ops could not 

acknowledge any of it to Black Hand naturally. At best Mason could contact Black Hand asking for 

their updates for the tour. Still, that was pretty feeble, probably transparent, if it had been a hack. 

Ian felt slightly relieved it had not been just him receiving the mysterious links. But it also meant he 

needed to view a copy of the band’s announcement. Corinne was in the same boat. He peered over 

her shoulder as she played the video. Again there was a dignified opening title that slowly unfurled 

across the black screen. The title faded out as the screen faded in on a couch in the motel room 

seating Noel, Lepid and percussionist Mark, all staring soberly at the camera.  

This time Noel was doing the talking, in a slightly self-conscious, conversational tone. “Hi fans, in 

case you’re having trouble finding news about us on the regular channels, we’re putting this up from 

Palmerston so that you can hear it direct. We always knew this would be a tough leg of our world 

tour and it hasn’t disappointed. Palmerston: quiet on the outside, stormy within. Oh yeah. Anyway 

we’ve had to delay a few dates to replace our mixing desk and tweak a few things with the PA and 
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this has meant changing venues as well as dates, unfortunately. Depending who you booked with, 

refunds and exchanges are now available. These things are never easy. There’ll be details on the 

screen at the end. Along with those changes we now have new support acts. The Imbeciles are 

unexpectedly back in town after an aborted tour of Sweden – can you believe that? Yeah follow the 

HazChem trails on that (he winked) and new hot band up from Albertia, Antibodies. Haven’t seen 

‘em myself but the word of mouth is mega and the latest single is a killer.” He gave the thumbs up. 

Noel was a practiced if not convincing spokesman. The screen bio said he was originally from Detroit. 

What did that mean? Lepid sat beside him staring off left of camera, possibly at the next galaxy. 

Mark’s head remained dipped in permanent assent.  

The new itinerary had them playing in two nights time at the Mondo Jack. It was a disused 

warehouse on an industrial estate, not far from Shouse, usually the preserve of students from a 

nearby university anxious to set records for athletic dancing to frenzied beats. Narcotics were also 

acquainted with the establishment as were various ambulances. Management continued to be a 

kaleidoscope of identities drawn from an immigrant community committed to free enterprise and a 

laissez-faire approach to the law. Dress code remained neat, casual, for what it was worth. The team 

swung into action, consulting maps, registries, times, surveillance and takeaways. The venue was in a 

cul-de-sac at the back of the estate, the whole of which was ringed by a three metre cyclone wire 

fence topped with razor-wire. The building was only about eight years old, constructed briskly from 

enormous concrete slabs, no windows, two storeys in which ventilation and lighting were 

challenging, but wiring adequate. It was a long, narrow building, around fifty metres by fifteen. 

Liberal public noise levels were a prime attraction as a venue. The rave people opened skylights for 

air, although contractually forbidden and generally the front roller-door remained up but closely 

guarded. But the place was just a shell. Everything had to be shipped in and out. From Spec Ops 

point of view it seemed easy-peasy. Only one way in or out – it was easily monitored. The Riot Squad 

concurred. This was a two bus gig – max. One of those was for arrests.  

Mason studied the map warily. He was waiting for Black Hand’s call. The ball was firmly in their 

court, as he saw it. Patience! Again, the call did not come until quite late in the day and once more 

the bust of Lola against a blurred background was a model of precision and detachment. She 

apologised for any delay, many details of the re-scheduling were yet to be confirmed by the band’s 

management but they would require additional staging crew and gear and parking in the cul-de-sac 

was limited. Black Hand’s cameras would be installed at the same time, making the set-up longer, 

trickier. She permitted herself a little grin, a bid for sympathy. Mason agreed; the logistics were 

challenging. The front gate of the estate was the obvious point to vet passes and halt protest. That 

left a walk of about a hundred metres to the entrance of Mondo Jack. Their Riot Squad buses would 

need to be somewhere in that stretch; behind the lines as it were. Lola nodded, looking to the 

shared map. The band would need two trucks and the support bands would combine in a third large 

van. They must be as close to the venue as possible, in the cul-de-sac. Mason was liking this, despite 

himself. Where would Black Hand station their little black flyer? Lola explained that the flyer of 

course could convert to a road configuration in which case it appeared as not much more than a 

black delivery van and for this gig it would be parked as just that, outside the estate on the east side 

of the service road. She suggested Mason might like to position his teams alongside, as well as to the 

west of the front gate. Her plan was to apprehend any positive profiles on their departure after the 

gig. Mason paused. The rest of the conference room looked on sceptically. What if a positive profile 

was snatched by the expanded ‘road crew’ and confined in one of their trucks? Mason saw the 

loophole, but could not afford to reveal that to Lola. He nodded curtly to the rest of the table and 

only added that the plan should eliminate the failings of the first gig. Lola smiled sphinx-like and 

their meeting ended. 
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The plan was for Bryce and Anita to take the place of bus drivers for the Riot Squad and to ‘stretch 

their legs’ at regular intervals throughout the gig, checking on movements around the trucks. Some 

Riot Squad members would await alerts, if needed. Ian and Trevor drew the duty alongside the Black 

Hand flyer in its road configuration. Ian harboured misgivings, should there be a confrontation with 

Payne and Gaine, plus he dare not mention his sighting of Lepid on Sunday afternoon, lest it suggest 

stalking. He had no idea where he stood now. Trevor, on the other hand, rather relished the 

prospect of confrontation with their notorious rivals and patted his stun gun and vest. He went along 

with Bruce’s view of mercenaries. In a pinch they were strictly gutless.  Ian had to admit he was 

curious to see the outcome. What could possibly go wrong this time? On the day they parked 

directly in front of the black delivery van and walked back to introduce themselves. Payne was at the 

wheel and grinned beneath a black beanie, promptly identifying them by name, honoured to be 

working the same gig. They were around fifty metres from the front gate on a slight rise; all other 

street parking temporarily suspended any closer to the front gate. They had a clear view as night fell. 

The Riot Squad were out of their bus, but mustered to one side. Some had laid their shields against 

the side of a flowerbed and sat on the brick ledge in quiet conversation. Passes were being vetted by 

the band’s management and partners, young ladies wearing scarlet armbands. So far there had been 

no clashes between opposing gangs and the turn-out had been surprisingly low. A convoy of 

battered SUVs seemed to have parked in an adjacent estate and their contents loitered further west 

along the road, waiting to confront Angels fans on their long walk from the nearest tram stop. The 

pickings were slim. Others drove past slowley, noting the police presence without stopping. 

Unfortunately the booking had overlooked crucial traffic patterns. Mondo Jack’s regulars tended to 

arrive by bicycle, rollerblade and even skateboard by obscure routes, these augmented, less by cars 

than college mini-buses booked through campus societies. What cars were used; preferred to park 

on the well-lit service road rather than the dark estate. Grue Angels fans belonged to a different 

demographic with other travel priorities. Their needs were at a distinct disadvantage for this more 

remote address. As the day fell away less than a hundred people had been admitted. According to 

Bryce it looked closer to fifty or sixty. Black Hand finally announced the sample – meaning the crowd 

– was insufficient for their profiling and wanted to cancel, but the bands, in hasty consultation, were 

prepared to play anyway. There was some integrity involved, as they saw it. Trevor raised fists 

beside his face in triumph. This was another one down as far as he was concerned. Black Hand could 

hardly disengage without Grue Angels, and so must sit out the concert as another flawed exercise. 

Spec Ops was happy to play along, Trevor conveyed their stoic acceptance to Black Hand. The 

support bands rumbled through their sets, incorporating members from each other’s bands into 

familiar numbers, improvising on the loading bay that served as their stage, fully engaging with the 

small but loyal band of supporters in a spirited exchange of body fluids. It turned out the second 

storey did not run the full length of the building as council floor plans had indicated, only the back 

half, which had aided the set-up. Several SUV’s emerged down the road to spin burnouts, trying to 

provoke a chase from the patrol cars but the matter was simply relayed to Traffic. 

When Grue Angels took to the stage there was a leap in volume, discernible even up the road. A 

garbled introduction in rising, hysterical phrasing was followed by a wall of feedback topped by 

Lepid’s caterwauling. “They’re opening with a standard, I see” commented Bryce wryly. He had 

wandered back up the cul-de-sac, plainly viewing the gig through the open roller-door, videoing it on 

his pocket screen as well as body cam. The crowd went wild, hurling each other in the air like rag 

dolls, pelting the stage with plastic cups and bottles while Lepid cart-wheeled back and forth, her 

hair now scarlet, seemingly aflame. The short songs ended abruptly with a long decay reverb, 

possibly permitting an announcement, but upon an exchange of glances between the band, 

launching into the next blistering critique of the social contract. All three female members were 

costumed like sprites, perhaps Tinkerbelle from Peter Pan, in turquoise spandex with ragged tutus, 

scarlet ballet slippers. In some moves they fell backwards together like a tripod only to spring apart 
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and propel themselves to corners of the stage. Ian could see little from Bryce’s inexpert streaming 

and lapsed into speculation with Trevor on whether, upon entering this audience without his hat and 

shirt, he would be recognised on the profiling cameras as positive. They joked. Trevor was all for 

testing the hypothesis.  

As the last song wound down, Lepid whirled around at the very edge of the stage, telling the 

audience how much they meant to the band, how very, very special they were. Suddenly she sprang 

in a star-jump down into their midst with an exultant scream. Lynx and Leo9 were taken by surprise 

as well and rushed forward, still playing the outro. The crowd parted and she landed in a tumble to 

spring back up and dance away, beckoning. She turned and sashayed out under the roller-door, still 

beckoning. She came directly toward an astonished Bryce, who could not stop videoing. A trail of 

followers began to fall in behind her and to his alarm she fled out of the cul-de-sac straight onto his 

bus. He sprinted back, following her up the steps of the bus to quickly close the door on her adoring 

disciples. She sank into the first seat gasping and laughing uncontrollably. Bryce relayed the situation 

to the others. Back on stage the rest of the band had already departed for one of their trucks, stage 

hands were dismantling stands, switching off amplifiers and lights, tearing up gaffer tape. Cases 

were being wheeled this way and that. The remainder of the crowd drifted outside into the cold 

night. Bryce and Lepid eyed one another, baffled. She signalled, to give herself a minute to recover. 

The crowd outside the bus were being gently ushered away by road crew in fake beards, perhaps 

something to do with the Black Hand profiling cameras. The support bands were stowing the last of 

their gear in the shared van with genial banter, flipping glances in the direction of the bus.  

Ian and Trevor looked at one another, bemused. “Finders keepers, mate” Trevor offered, but Bryce 

was lost for words. When the crowd had departed Noel came over to the bus in a parka and beanie, 

carrying an overcoat for Lepid. He signalled to Bryce to open the door, climbed the first step, “Time 

to go, petal” He held out the overcoat. It resembled the one Ian had seen her wearing. She heaved 

herself from her seat. For a minute there she had forgotten where she was, she confessed a little 

sheepishly. Noel did not seem particularly sympathetic, turned and stepped from the bus, shaking 

his head. “Yeah, well.... we’ll see.” 

 

 

 

The debriefing was upbeat but low key. The team ambled in with coffees and small screens at hand, 

exchanging news. Bryce had been impressed with Lepid. She was magic up close, classy, wasted on 

the ferals. Anita teased that someone had a crush. Corrine wondered what Lepid had been trying to 

do? Was it some new ‘tactic’ Black Hand were trying on the audience? Bryce did not think it was 

rehearsed. Lepid was just having fun. It was possible Grue Angels were not entirely the puppets of 

Black Hand, everyone assumed. Trevor thought it possible but extremely unlikely, given the finances 

and logistics involved. A little alternative band like Grue Angels didn’t get a long world tour with 

cutting edge gear without some return on the investment. There were strings. He thought Lepid was 

pretty sweet really but straight out of central casting. She was the look they thought would hook. If 

she went off-script at Mondo Jack it was because she needed to be seen as more spontaneous, less 

predictable. The act otherwise was pretty slick, they all had to admit. Alison thought it looked a little 

too much like attention-seeking, and her boyfriend coming over to the bus with the overcoat – that 

seemed like part of the act as well. Bryce corrected her; Noel was her EX-boyfriend. He had done a 
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little background research. Good natured jeers rose around the room. Strictly in the line of duty, he 

insisted, laughing. There were sites. Noel’s current partner was actually Leo9, the viola and guitar 

player, the taller one. Who was Lepid’s partner? According to Bryce, that was probably her 

choreographer, David Lyall who was back in L.A. with a back injury. There were speculations how he 

may have incurred that but Bryce’s source maintained management were also keen that Lepid be 

seen as single and available throughout the tour, as added spice. He believed everything he read, he 

assured them. Alison feigned shock and pronounced her a little hussy, without looking up from her 

files. It had worked for Bryce is all he would add.  

Ian tried to drag the conversation back to the operation. Whichever way they looked at it, the gig 

had been a failure for Black Hand, an own goal through poor research. “Hasty research” corrected 

Trevor. They had thrown the thing together without even looking at their target demographic 

carefully. Whose fault was that? At that point, DCI Mason entered, echoing the question with 

“Indeed”. He apologised for his delay and explained he had been chasing up the mysterious links 

they had all received over the weekend. He was allowed to go no higher than Yates however, and 

could only accept assurances that it would be followed up. His look to the room conveyed that he 

did not really accept them. It only meant he must pursue other avenues. He thanked everyone for 

their efforts on the previous night – job well done. A screen conference with Lola had been booked 

and re-scheduled twice and now may not happen until tomorrow. He raised his eyebrows. He sensed 

some soul-searching over the choice of venue, perhaps some friction between Hand and band. They 

played these things pretty close to the chest but there were signs. Even their flight movements had 

been inconsistent over the past few hours and Payne and Gaine had been seen leaving The 

Sundowner around four thirty this morning. He tilted his head quizzically. All was not well in the 

imperious Black Hand. They were distracted by something. He flicked a glance in Ian’s direction and 

then began to fire off questions around the table wanting updates on various background checks.  

Corinne had been chasing up Missing Persons and was not satisfied with their response. There was 

something fishy there. Anita offered to try. She had a lot of experience with them and a contact 

there with SC Bill Fielke. Mason wanted to know what kind of fishy? She had sent video for a 

description of the suspect pending identification and they appeared to have lost it; then changed 

staff on her. Fielke wasn’t in the picture at all. It should have been more straightforward than that to 

identify the missing man. Mason frowned and agreed to Anita taking a shot. Trevor reported on the 

audio and had taken samples of the curious foam to the lab. Unless ingested, it was not toxic. Mason 

was satisfied and now looked forward to seeing whether Black Hand would adjust their little tour yet 

again or proceed with the remaining two dates as planned. They were both at minor universities in 

Palmerston. Hawkesbury was in the south-east and Bowen, the newer in the north-west. Both were 

predictable given their demographics. Restless undergrad populations, drawn from across Blaxland, 

indeed Australia and beyond, given to experiment and adventure with new-found freedoms, it was a 

cinch. Were they breeding grounds for dangerous extremists? Were they kids? Mason’s level reply 

settled the matter. This whole programme – he indicated Black Hand’s operation – was the product 

of precisely the same forces.  

Lola’s conference came around four thirty. Today she wore heavy black-framed glasses with the 

bobbed black hair, giving her face even more of a mask-like quality. And she was ever so slightly, but 

unmistakeably peeved. Something about the pursed lips and delicately flared nostrils betrayed 

tension. She apologised again, they would understand there had been difficulties for her 

organisation but praise must go to Spec Ops, she conceded a little woodenly and to the room’s 

surprise. They had played their part perfectly, professionally and they were to be congratulated. 

Mason faltered. It felt like congratulating an opposing team – which it was – but the sense that they 

had somehow outplayed or outmanoeuvred Black Hand seemed misplaced, especially coming from 

Black Hand. He waited for her to say more about it but she moved smoothly on to what would be 
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the last two dates of their Blaxland operation, at Hawkesbury and Bowen campuses. They would 

commence in two days time as planned, a day between venues. Details of the support acts were 

unavailable as yet but would not alter Grue Angels’ logistics this time. Again there was just a hint of 

irritation in the serene confidence. The conference ended and Mason turned to the room for 

responses. Ian thought it sounded like she was somehow blaming their failure to attract sufficient 

numbers at Mondo Jack on Spec Ops. Mason agreed. He couldn’t press her but she was dropping 

some sort of hint there. Did she think Black Hand had been deliberately misled on the suitability of 

the venue? Spec Ops had no input there. She would know that but had wanted to flag a suspicion 

about other resources, perhaps National Intelligence. Mason nodded. It was possible. Trevor 

thought Black Hand were just grasping at excuses. They had rushed the thing, spent more money for 

gear and support and overlooked basics. The room agreed. Mason nodded, non-commitally.  

They had to prepare now for the campus gigs. They would be trickier. They had always known that 

because of their higher public profile. Public relations would be paramount. The Riot Squad must 

have much less visibility, possibly must loiter off-campus. This was the main reason everyone was in 

uniform for the operation. There could be no suspicions or confusions between the police and Black 

Hand, no conspicuous heavy-handedness. It must be kid glove stuff. Plans for the Hawkesbury gig – 

the next – were well advanced and they turned to maps and timetables with renewed enthusiasm. 

Sadly, such forthright application proved temporary. While the rest of the team busied themselves 

with calls to relevant authorities, Ian went over surveillance and intercepted calls to The Sundowner 

Motor Inn. He was just familiarising himself with details. There was a list of audio and video files. The 

notifications may have been delayed as a matter of servers, in Ian’s experience. In another box on 

the page there were two items that had been uploaded to the web. The newer was an 

announcement from the band concerning their tour dates, dated a couple of hours ago. The other 

was an interview with Lepid Pfaffy, dated Sunday, around the time of the performance in their motel 

room. The announcement featured the whole band and road crew crammed before the camera, 

kneeling, seated, and standing expectantly while Noel at the centre, informed fans that the band had 

now added an extra date, and that they would be playing the Howick Festival tomorrow afternoon 

along with their supports The Imbeciles and Antibodies. In fact it was courtesy of them that the band 

had been invited. It was a one-off, for charity. Howick! (pronounced Ho-ick) was a city some hours 

south of Palmerston on the rolling tablelands that preceded the border with Albertia. Ian alerted the 

rest of the office.  

Mason was prised from his lair and must try and raise Black Hand. The rest of the team were baffled. 

What did it mean? Since when were Black Hand a charitable body? Bryce was impressed. It sounded 

like another ploy to try and shake Spec Ops off the trail. Ian wondered. When Black Hand deigned to 

appear, it was only Lola’s lieutenants, Lara and Lana, each identically groomed, bespectacled and 

costumed. They were not absolutely identical, but the resemblance was unsettling. They sat side by 

side, each with hands clasped before them at a white desk top. The background was pale grey and 

the acoustic slightly more hollow, perhaps in a smaller space. They knew of the announcement but 

could not confirm or deny that the gig would take place. It did not change the confirmed dates that 

had previously been discussed. That was ridiculous as far as Mason was concerned. They could not 

share half an itinerary. The communication ended. In the meantime Ian had checked the most recent 

audio interceptions from The Sundowner and found a lengthy dispute between the band and Black 

Hand less than an hour ago. Noel, Lepid and Leo9 could be heard arguing for a “surprise scoop” 

(their words) while Lola and two male voices, one identified as Marius, the other possibly Emmet, 

dismissed the idea. They wanted an outright, procedurally clean snatch, right where it hurt Blaxland. 

It would demonstrate their new, power-diplomacy approach. Mason wanted to take this straight up 

to Yates. Ian thought Yates might already know about it, drawing surprise from the rest of the room. 

Ian merely pointed to the ceiling and mouthed “Spooks”.  
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The intercepted audio ended on an unresolved note, the band declaring it made no difference. The 

only thing Spec Ops could do was prepare to follow the band. The Howick Festival was an open air 

festival held in the countryside some distance from the city of that name. It was not strictly a music 

festival but included all sorts of ‘alternative’ attractions, including some political marquees. It had 

shifted to later in the year in a bid to find a larger audience and had struggled with greater 

amenities, poor weather. Mason redirected his team. The local constabulary would need to be 

advised and festival organisers would need to be notified. They would need maps, timetables and so 

on - everything yesterday. They would need to approach the band directly, ASAP. Trevor and Ian 

drew that duty. Bryce and Anita must organise aerial surveillance for the trip and festival as well as a 

flyer from the tenth floor for the morning. These things were not easily accomplished at short notice 

admittedly and he would need to issue authorisations. He would like to go along and observe this 

one, if he could. As a preliminary, Trevor wanted to track the support acts. They had stayed at The 

Sundowner but had checked out that morning. They were in a hire van leased on a credit card issued 

to ‘Gruang Inc’ – an account of Grue Angels Enterprises. Tracing the van’s present location would 

take time. But it meant the trip south would not be a convoy. The band had mentioned no extras for 

the Howick gig, so they would be back to just their original van, he assumed. The van did not fit in 

the motel’s underground car park and at present was parked around the back in an unsecured alley. 

Spec Ops had tried tracking the van initially but its location co-ordinates were blocked somehow – 

the playful touch of Black Hand no doubt. But that still left regular visuals from overhead.  

As yet the band remained in The Sundowner according to the reception desk. So Trevor put in a call, 

donned a headset and made it video. He introduced himself and explained that the band’s gigs could 

only go ahead under police supervision, due to their notoriety, and that he now understood they 

planned an appearance at the Howick Festival tomorrow? Noel and Mark took the call on their 

couch and confirmed they would play tomorrow as a favour, and apologised if their management 

had neglected to inform the local police. They were perfectly happy for a police escort to the 

festival; they did not see a problem. They would depart around seven in the morning taking the M4 

south with a turnoff west at the A628. Noel offered to send them a route map if they liked. Trevor 

was grateful. Meantime Ian had gone back to the interview with Lepid, strictly in the line of duty of 

course. She lolled on the couch, clutching a water bottle, still dressed in the crimson body suit worn 

in Tekno Priznuz. The questions came from an online link-up, were softly spoken or off-mike, a girl’s 

voice. The first question was what did Lepid get from the band, personally? He donned ear buds.  

“I don’t know. It changes all the time, who I am and what I’m capable of keeps getting refined and 

redirected. I think at a personal level I’ve become more ambitious. I’m more interested in where the 

music can take me, in every sense. I love it that we can tour the world purely on the back of outrage. 

I love it that we can build these networks I can cross, for all sorts of reasons. It’s just the freedom. I 

love it that I can see people much more clearly for what they are, for what they want to be.” She 

looked down with a little smile. “I have to make sacrifices for now, sure, but I can see that there will 

be rewards at some point. Where I will take the music with all that, I don’t know. I can’t imagine 

giving up the music, but it may be in some completely different form. I doubt I’ll ever go back to 

teaching, but who knows? Teaching doesn’t look to me the way it did four years ago. So who knows 

where that will end up?” She laughed, expansively. “But I feel, you know, outward bound, incredibly 

empowered. But at the same time I’m going in blind, that’s for sure.” The next question was about 

her politics, which were seen as extreme. “I don’t actually think that the band is that much of a 

threat – or hard to take. There’s a lot of hype, but it isn’t coming from this end. It’s the same with 

the politics. I don’t feel that our lyrics are that subversive really but fans want us to be this complete, 

you know, rejection, so a lot of that is brought to us and sticks, which is okay, mutual benefit I guess. 

But it’s not really what we do. What we do is create a sort of energy I guess, a strictly animal, 

demoniac thing. But I don’t really know how that connects with the fans, why we appeal to radicals”. 
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The next question from a faint male voice, “Are there other forces, a bigger picture?” She strained 

after the question, paused, “If there is, I can’t see it,” she laughed.  

Interestingly, her accent drifted into Received Pronunciation at points, presumably betraying her 

British schooling. But Ian was mainly taken by her apolitical stance, curious to say the least in the 

circumstances. But why maintain it unless she believed it? There was no need; in fact she risked 

ridicule from fans. How much were her views shared by the rest of the band? In as much as they 

continued to perform, there had to be at least some consensus. Ian began to wonder if perhaps 

some sense of artistic freedom was really behind the sudden inclusion in the Howick Festival and the 

cause of firm resistance from Black Hand. This was business for them. All that was just speculation 

though; he had to wait and see. The plan was for him and Trevor to collect their patrol car at six-

thirty tomorrow morning and wait outside The Sundowner for the van. That was simple enough. 

Bryce and Anita had their copy of the route and would probably go on ahead to liaise with the 

festival organisers. Corinne and Alison would fly down to Howick. There were issues with the local 

constabulary and their own supervision of the festival. Mason may or may not accompany them. 

Black Hand had requested permission for their little black flyer to land at the festival, interestingly. 

Needless to say it had to be granted.  

The drive down was long and monotonous, the countryside, famously open grasslands, the skies epic 

and overwhelming. It was sheep country that worked its way up onto rolling tablelands. The day 

grew greyer and foggier as they motored south. They could see how an open-air festival might 

struggle down here at this time of the year and laughed. The van pulled over for fuel and 

refreshments at one point. It was a standard motorway franchise. Trevor and Ian went over and 

introduced themselves in the restaurant. The ladies were still in the rest rooms. The road crew 

surprisingly numbered five, Tom, Don, John, Ron and Dizzy. All were rugged up with black beanies, 

taking turns in the cabin. All were quiet, relaxed but watchful. Trevor and Ian did not wait to meet 

the band, there would be time later. They stood beside their car under a lofty roof to the forecourt, 

drinking coffees, watching enormous road-trains crawl in and out of lay-bys. There were updates 

from Corinne and Bryce. Corinne was delayed in Howick and Bryce was unimpressed with the quality 

of the side roads to the festival. It seemed to be staged in the middle of a swamp. 

The turn-offs progressively confirmed Bryce’s appraisal. They were about sixteen kilometres north-

west of Howick winding down through smooth hillsides into some sort of hollow, a pond or lake at 

its centre and around which had sprung a colony of tents. They could hear wafts of amplified music. 

There were passes to be checked at the main gate and the van was waved along a further track that 

would deliver them to the backstage area. The last two hundred metres, at least, was on a narrow 

plastic pontoon bridge through towering reeds and dead trees that hushed and flapped around in 

shifting gusts. They thought Bryce had been exaggerating. He had not. It was dark and felt like rain. 

There was a distinctly gothic or film noir ambience. It was 12.42 pm. The band was scheduled to 

appear around two. Easing across the bobbing pontoon bridge the van came to a sudden halt not far 

from the backstage area. Trevor had checked in with Bryce who was just up ahead dealing with the 

local security. Bryce could see Grue Angels’ van and waved to them but of course he looked like just 

another policeman to them. They didn’t know about his secret powers, he joked, tapping his 

epaulettes. Trevor and Ian waited, listening to the reeds’ ominous soundtrack under background 

music. Suddenly Bryce burst in telling Trevor to get up here quickly. Trevor and Ian looked at one 

another, stunned. Trevor climbed out, advising Ian to keep the car locked. He patted his stun gun 

and vest reassuringly and made his way around the side of the van. Ian tried to check with Bryce to 

find out what the emergency was but he got Anita who was some distance away, dealing with a 

festival official and could only confirm she could not see what the problem was. Ian looked behind to 

the bobbing pontoons, they way was clear, then went around to the driver’s side and backed up a 

bit. He wanted a better view of anything that might come at him from the backstage area.  
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Suddenly there were shots, unmistakable reports in the wind – zings and zaps and shouts. That whiff 

of a burnt, electrical smell.  Next, the rear door of the van flew open and Lepid sprang onto the 

pontoons, unsteadily. She weaved toward Ian wearing her raincoat and a red beret. He climbed out 

to meet her, warily, stun gun at the ready. She told him it was too late plod and they needed to get 

out of there pronto. She opened the passenger door and told him to get in and back up. There was 

more uproar coming from the backstage area and he could see the small black flyer rising slowly 

over the top of the van. Lepid was practically screaming at him to get in and move his car, the van 

needed to leave immediately. Bryce came over on his radio, very shaken, explaining that Trevor had 

been accidentally shot by a security guard and that he was accompanying him to the nearest 

hospital in the Black Hand flyer. Anita broke in, even more upset, trying to explain that there had 

been a mistaken identity somehow, but she was too shaken to go into detail. Lepid marched around 

the car and snatched Ian’s stun gun while he heeded his radio. He looked up, stunned. She pointed 

the gun at him. “Now get in that fucking car and back up so we can leave!” She looked like she 

meant business. He climbed in and reversed gingerly back across the pontoons. They cleared the 

bridge just as another car approached. Lepid jumped out and raced across to explain they must wait 

for the van to reverse. She gestured wildly. Then she raced back to Ian and told him to drive fast! 

Where were they going? They were going to that big town, what-was-its-name? “Howick?” That was 

the one. They were getting there as fast as they could. Ian looked back as he bounced and skidded 

towards the main gate but could see no van following. At some point he put on the siren and alarm 

lights. That cleared traffic and pedestrians. They sped back up the bumpy slopes in silence, soaring 

around windswept bends of long dry grass. Lepid studied the navigation screen and told him to kill 

the siren and lights. In fact, pull over.   

 

 

 

When the car had come to rest on a hard shoulder she took a deep breath. “Okay obviously the van 

is not following us. We could wait a few minutes but I think it’s clear they are not coming. I gave 

them the option. But they declined.” 

“What exactly happened back there?” 

“Well your partner pulled his gun on a security guard and was shot in the neck and leg. Our 

management was present and I suspect involved and....” 

“What were the options exactly?”  

“The options were to continue into a trap our management had prepared for us or leave in a hurry.” 

“Your management conspired with the security guards?” 

“Something like that. Our management can be very devious. Very.” 

“Your management is Black Hand, right?” 

“Right” 

“You know they do a lot more than manage, don’t you?” 
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“There are rumours, yeah” 

“Well, where to, now?” 

“We need to lay low. Turn off that radio for a start”. She nodded to the walkie-talkie clipped to his 

collar. 

“I am a police officer” 

“Whose partner has just been shot and who may be next...” 

Ian paused, then turned off his radio. “...And you have my gun” 

“And I have your gun” 

“Do you know who I am?” 

She smirked, “Should I?” She craned forward to read his name badge above the right pocket, 

“Inspector Coates. Does that name mean something special around here?”  

“My name is Ian Cortes. Has Lola ever mentioned me?” 

She laughed. “Lola! You’re barking up the wrong gum tree there sport.” 

“So you’ve never heard of me or seen me before?” 

Still sniggering she replied “Sorry Ian, you fame has yet to reach the world of alternative rock.” He 

accepted the news calmly. 

“So where to now?” 

“Good question. Not Howick anyway. Somewhere unpredictable. They will come after us, but let’s 

not make it easy for them now.” Ian pointed out that they could be tracked by their navigation 

screen and Lepid promptly turned it off. But since they were in a patrol car with an inbuilt tracking 

signal, an absence of maps would hardly conceal them. She acknowledged his point and rummaged 

through her little shoulder bag. She produced a tiny drive stick and held it up in triumph. “Voila!” 

Then she dropped down under the dashboard, squirming around searching for a suitable port. She 

tapped his left knee impatiently to move before she found what she was looking for behind the 

steering column. “Ah, this car can be turned to auto, did you know that?” He did. She inserted the 

stick and wriggled back up into her seat. That should take care of the satellite signal. It would 

scramble the co-ordinates. The work of management, Ian presumed. We all crave a little privacy 

from time to time was her reply. Ian still awaited a destination. She asked his advice but he did not 

know the area. He was from the other end of the country. He could retrace their steps to the 

freeway and proceed to Howick, but that was about it. She paused, absorbing the waving grasslands. 

They were really out in the wilds here. All they could do was continue to the next intersection and 

read the signs. The rain cleared. The road was almost empty. Lepid watched the sky as much as the 

road; not convinced their solitude would last.  

Minor intersections passed without especial appeal. Sometimes a native name like Gumma Gumma 

resonated with lyric possibilities but soon they found themselves back at the M4. Lepid opted to 

continue under it, going east toward the coast. Ian knew this area slightly. His in-laws lived in a small 

town to the east of Howick. She suggested a visit, mischievously. He could introduce her as a plain 

clothes detective, Inspector Pfaffy. That was the last thing they were going to do, no matter how 

many times she might shoot him. The day drifted on. They would need to stop for fuel soon and 

Lepid could do with some as well. They pulled onto a slip road that ascended to a services centre 
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that straddled the road. He fuelled and parked while she continued into the restaurant. He was 

thinking about that shoulder bag and what it might contain. He was off the grid now, but he was not 

so sure about her. She waved to him from a table by the windows, a pot of tea before her. There 

were one or two glances at his uniform but nothing out of the ordinary. He sat opposite. “Well, here 

we are...”she announced, regarding him levelly. She had taken off her beret revealing straight 

brunette hair cut short, to fit under wigs, he supposed. Her face without makeup was younger, 

disarming, her eyes some sort of green. Bryce had been right about her as well.  

“So what exactly is your claim to fame, that might have interested the likes of Lola and the sisters of 

money?”  

“I’ve had prior dealings with Black Hand, a long time ago and on the other side of the world.” 

Lepid’s gaze widened with surprise then narrowed with concern. She thought of various wise cracks 

but rejected them. “You’re not just in Traffic, then?” 

“No, I’m seconded to Special Operations” he pointed to the purple colour code to his name tag. “I’m 

here for scientific input.” She nodded slowley. It was a strange world. Black Hand had a finger in 

many pies, it was true. She switched topics.  

“And you’re married?” He pullout out his pocket screen but then resisted turning it on and showed 

her photos from his wallet instead. He at least was real. He asked about significant others, Noel? She 

smiled. Noel was nice to start with but... it worked better as just colleagues. He was an excellent 

arranger. She thought for a moment then shook her head. No, quite honestly, there were none. It 

was okay though. The time was not right. She had plans, let’s say. She smiled knowingly. Her accent 

now was much more Received Pronunciation and he asked about her nationality. Her father was 

Canadian, her mother was English. She was born in a place called Wallingford, home counties she 

was afraid, had divided her time between Britain and America once her parents divorced, had dual 

citizenship. Her father was in marketing, her mother a classical cellist. She had a younger brother 

who was supposed to be working in IT. She rolled her eyes. The tea was finished. He had fetched soft 

drinks from a vending machine and they sat almost finished. They looked around. It had just gone 

three and outside it was pouring. No one had come. She thought someone would have come by 

now. A patrol car cannot be that hard to find, especially one parked off by itself like that. He grinned 

and agreed. What was the plan, then? He was nervous.  

What they needed was news of the shooting but they daren’t turn on their screens for fear of being 

located. Did that matter now? At the far end of the restaurant was a wall screen broadcasting a local 

television station. They walked down and sat among lounge chairs. They had to wait for the next 

bulletin and that turned out to be almost an hour. A news desk finally appeared manned by the 

usual android. There was an item about the accidental shooting at the festival but announced only 

that the victim was now in a stable condition at the city’s Royal Albert Hospital. There was nothing 

about Grue Angels, whether they had performed or not, nothing about a missing policeman and 

patrol car. Again Ian took the news with a mixture of disappointment and relief. Lepid stared at the 

screen, sipping a coffee with growing annoyance. “Looks like they’ve called my bluff” she conceded.  

“Do you want to drive back to Palmerston now? We could be there by around ten?” 

“That would be the logical move, wouldn’t it? Except that – guess what? – I call their bluff!” 

“How?” 
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“I have now officially left the band. You may make a note of the time on your little note pad. They 

can all go and fuck themselves in the Motel California or whatever it was. I have as of now, gone my 

own fucking way.” 

“What will you do?” 

“I don’t know. See the sights, pet kangaroos, wander the outback as an avenging angel...” 

“Well you won’t need me for that.” 

“No, you can go home to your wife and children now. I thank you for your indulgence Ian, but don’t 

be surprised if someone tops you on the drive back.” She pulled his gun from her coat pocket.”Here 

you may need this, actually.”  

“Why would they do that?” 

“Who knows? You said you’ve had prior dealings with Black Hand. Maybe Lola holds a grudge?” He 

took the gun, replaced it in its holster. 

“I could arrest you, you know that?” 

“Go ahead. You think that will save you?” 

“You don’t know it wasn’t an accident. One of my team said it was just a case of mistaken identity.” 

“And I saw Payne and Gaine only too happy to be the ambulance – right there – right on cue. Some 

‘accident’”  

“So what do you think the band will do now? Finish the tour?” 

“That’s up to them.” 

“You could just turn on your screen and ask them.” 

“I could. But I’m through with courtesies. From now on, I’m playing hard to get.” 

“You think your management will come after you, for this?” 

“We’ll see” 

“This is so paranoid” 

“Feel free to go home any time Inspector” 

“So... you’re just going to lay low somewhere and wait?” 

“There are two tour dates left over the next three days” 

“Say they find you – somehow – what do you think they’ll do? Shoot you?” 

“I’ll probably just disappear” 

Ian could see there was nothing melodramatic or facetious about her assessment. If anything, she 

seemed resigned. And he knew he could not leave her. He knew he did not entirely trust her. But 

that word ‘disappeared’ hit home. He was still on duty, as he saw it. Their orders were to handle the 

situation with kid-gloves, to keep a low profile, and that is what he was doing, for three more days at 

least. But there were practicalities, where could they stay, what would they pay with? He had paid 
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cash for the fuel but that had not left a lot. Use a card and they would be tracked. She seemed 

impatient with the detail. She pulled a plain black card from her shoulder bag and asked if he had 

ever seen one of these, turning it in her fingers? He had not. This would not be traced to her exactly, 

but it would pretty much scorch an ATM. There was an ATM outside the restaurant. He was to go 

and bring the patrol car to the front; she would deal with their cash flow when the coast was clear. 

They would need to depart smartly. He walked back to the car, pondering the lack of official 

response to his absence. That was puzzling. Maybe it was just delayed, but even hearsay reports on 

something like that were usually aired. This one was being sat on, but by whom?  

She had snatched a child’s party mask from the adjoining gift shop and wore it for her withdrawal. 

She danced to the kerb still wearing it, brandishing a carrier-bag full of money. She estimated there 

was about $7,500 – that had pretty much emptied the ATM. It was getting late and they sped into 

the gloom. He was relying on a very hazy sense of geography to get them off the beaten track. They 

headed south again on a minor road, rising up through tidy little villages, mostly holiday homes. 

Lepid wondered if they could hide in one. It was getting dark now and no lights were on in likely 

candidates, set among overgrown gardens. Ian thought it would be bleak if all the utilities had been 

turned off, tricky if there were burglar alarms. They needed a motel for just a few days, somewhere 

off the beaten track. They could afford a few creature comforts. But motels turned out to be scarce 

on this route. Those they passed were either closed or had no vacancies. It was off season. He 

doubled around, heading northwest again, vaguely toward Howick. It was hard with no map. They 

entered what he thought was the suburb of Katrondra and eventually glimpsed a vacancies sign at a 

bed and breakfast. It was an old three storey bluestone building, floodlit with a steep slate roof and 

flag pole but no parking.  

Lepid’s head dropped in some private disappointment “God a B&B...” Ian did not inquire. It was best 

for her to go in and book the rooms. His uniform would only arouse curiosity. He would find 

somewhere to park and join her at the front door. She took a handful of cash and hid the rest under 

her seat. He ended up on a dark side street and walked back a block in the chilly night. She was 

there, arms folded, beret pulled down to her eyes. She had had to say he was her brother-in-law 

because she could not do the accent. She held up two keys. One room had a shower, the other a 

screen. Her eyes lit up mischievously as she presented the options, did not indicate which key held 

which attraction. He took the one that turned out to have a shower. Their rooms were on the first 

and second floors. Her story had been that they were attending an aunt’s funeral in Howick but had 

got lost driving back to Palmerston. The staircase wound around a landing. His room was on the first 

floor, but they continued up to her room, intent upon the screen.  

It was a medium-sized wall screen at the foot of a single bed, in a small rectangular room, perhaps 

once servant’s quarters. A remote let them search across platforms, seeking news of the festival. 

Grue Angels had not played, according to the day’s list of attractions. Lepid assumed they had gone 

back to Palmerston. What a fun ride that must have been! Then she looked for news of the band’s 

tour. The campus dates were still listed. There were no new announcements from The Sundowner, 

but it might have been too early for that. She sat on the end of the bed; Ian sat in a chair beside her. 

She remained convinced the shooting had been a ruthless demonstration of her management’s 

disapproval and that the band had had no option but to withdraw from the festival. Ian suggested 

her sudden departure had also left them with no option to perform. She denied that – pointing to 

the two un-cancelled last two dates. They would go on without her for two gigs, but then there 

would a reckoning. Lola had been dead against the added date of the festival for supposedly 

logistical reasons. The band had assured her it would not interfere with the rest of the tour; they 

would be back in Palmerston in time. But Black Hand always had these other, secret plans. That Lola. 

Now they would be really pissed off with Lepid. They did not tolerate troublemakers  
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Ian was not convinced. He still suspected she had lured him away, in order for Black Hand to kidnap 

him and settle an old score. That shoulder bag of hers was his prime suspect. But he said nothing. 

Either way, why hadn’t Black Hand found them by now? Whether they wished to do away with Lepid 

or himself, they ought to have found them by now. Lepid may have blocked police tracking, but 

Black Hand would have other ways, surely. Lepid wondered about that. That was part of the reason 

she suspected Ian may be their instrument here, even unwittingly. They eyed one another 

suspiciously. But that was ridiculous; she had given him back his gun. That was only because she 

thought he was leaving. Would she like the gun back? That would only make him suspect that she 

intended to shoot him – which she did not, unless it became necessary. Her hands propped on her 

hips. His hand hovered at his holster, uneasily. It was a tense situation. He had helped her escape 

from the ATM raid, now they were both on the run, made complicated by the fact that he was a 

uniformed policeman. She laughed. It had its funny side, he had to admit. 

He demanded she show him her shoulder bag, just to allay suspicions. That was an outrageous 

request to make of a lady, she replied, one eyebrow cocked with mock dignity. He was thrown 

momentarily but pulled his gun. Now her suspicions were confirmed. This was where Black Hand 

would take their revenge upon her for her little bid for artistic freedom. He would justify it on the 

strength of one Tyler Skiwox Loganberry shoulder bag. He was just trying to defend himself. That 

was what they always said. She flung the shoulder bag in the corner petulantly. Was she to have no 

privacy? One or two secrets? He was not sure what he was even looking for. She warned him if he 

picked up that shoulder bag it was over between them. But what was actually between them? He 

picked it up gingerly by its strap. Just the usual stuff, she shrugged – musical differences. She giggled. 

He lobbed the shoulder bag back to her and conceded he had no idea what he was looking for. This 

whole thing had just made him paranoid.  

Perhaps Black Hand meant to torment him like this indefinitely; an endless Beckettian dialogue. He 

trudged back down to his room, pondering. In the morning he was awoken by a light strumming on 

the door, like a spider playing arpeggios. He pulled a duvet around him and opened. She was there, 

dressed with wet hair slicked back, looking furtive. Why wasn’t he up by now? Did he know what 

time it was? He apologised. Was there a problem? Down at the breakfast table there were three 

young men that smelt like cops. She nodded gravely, tapped the side of her nose, like a character 

from a British crime series. They had to run. It seemed unlikely that a death squad for either of them, 

would want to breakfast before disposing of them, but then he was still new to Spec Ops. A little 

caution would not hurt. Outside the place seemed different, more desolate somehow. The main 

road swept around a curve up a hill through bare trees and houses of similar vintage. Lepid was 

unimpressed. It all looked so English. They started down the hill toward the car. She did not want to 

sound critical or anything but this was like... the Midlands. Ian made no comment. At least her 

suspicions had shifted from three members of a touring handball team lodging at the B&B. Her 

imagination was better exercised devising an excuse to stay another night for sceptical proprietors, 

Damien and Cedric. They drove to the crest of the hill where they glimpsed the rest of Katrondra, a 

standard high street of shops.  

They cruised past the usual chains and logos, parked near a map of forlorn sights. They would need 

supplies, she announced. She would pick up “one or two things” and marched off toward 

department stores. Ian looked around; no-one seemed to notice him, just another policeman, just 

another patrol car. At most they might detect a Palmerston licence plate. The map listed early 

colonial sites, some buildings, some ruins. There was a museum devoted to penal settlement. Ian 

knew there was a savage history to the former colony but it seemed remote now. He had not 

realised there had been a sizeable convict settlement down here, with extensive coal mining and 

lumber. There was no sign of it these days. Presently Lepid returned with a clutch of bulky designer-

brand carrier bags. She read his look and reminded him “a few creature comforts”. He opened the 
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back door to the car – the arrest cell - to store them in and she plucked a shaver from one, handing it 

to him then, ran her fingers over her chin and upper lip, teasingly. He looked down at the gift, 

nonplussed. The police allowed him to grow a beard, if he wished, was all he could manage. She 

stepped back and tilted her head to one side and then the other, shrewdly assessing the prospect 

then shook her head emphatically. He placed the shaver in the cell. 

Where should they go? What were the sights of Katrondra? All he had noticed were picnic grounds 

and a museum of penal colonisation. She looked at her watch, patiently. They were just killing time, 

after all. The museum was housed in a two-storey nineteenth century building, possibly of convict 

construction, on a corner near a private school. Schoolyard squeals continued throughout like a tape 

loop. The museum had a verandah arching across the footpath and an enclosed balcony around the 

first floor. It was deserted. They were at liberty to donate to a battered tin box mounted on a plinth, 

at liberty to inspect the many rusting artefacts and clumsy dioramas illustrating primitive industry 

and penal torture. A disobedient convict may be flogged repeatedly for ‘looking around from his 

work’ ‘speaking to another without permission’. They may be tethered by chain to a boulder in the 

middle of the Russell River, naked and sun burnt for weeks, the only shelter a shallow cave in which 

to lie down at night, secured there by a wooden lid with air holes, bolted in place by wardens. Food 

may be pushed forward on a long pole, as if feeding a wild beast, much to the amusement of 

onlookers, who might occasionally fling offal and scraps to the ravenous soul. Various related 

implements were displayed in vitrines.  

They passed slowly through the dim grim rooms, exiting around lunch time. Did the place still remind 

her of the Midlands? More than ever. Confronted with a grey, gusty day, lunch could not be junk 

food. They must have healthy stuff for a change. They had salad sandwiches and bottles of 

impossibly pure water at a picnic bench beside the brown river. They spotted occasional drones high 

in the sky and Lepid wiggled her fingers to them. The rest of the day was spent watching a 

schoolboys’ football match (incomprehensible but exhilarating) and in a public library accessing 

screens. There were no new announcements, no messages, no signals. They had no idea what was 

going on back in Palmerston. They dare not send anything to anyone. They stayed, looking at other 

options. Lepid wanted to see kangaroos, preferably in the wild. Ian could find nothing nearby. At 

best there was a wildlife sanctuary further west into the hills, probably a good hour’s drive. Did it 

have kangaroos? It had the full cast of strange marsupials, wallabies, bandicoots, koalas, echidnas, 

emus, platypi, wombats, numbats and devil dogs, as well as enormous eagles performing hourly, an 

array of giant lizards, deadly snakes and spiders. She pointed to him regally declaring they were 

going there. For her part she researched possible restaurants for the evening meal, eventually 

settling on a Japanese restaurant in what was probably a select part of town. How would they book? 

It was mid-week; they would take their chances and just turn up.  

When the library closed they returned to the patrol car, half expecting to find Payne and Gaine 

leaning against it, half relieved when they were not. They returned to the ‘Winding Road’ B&B for a 

change of clothes for Lepid, a shave for Ian. She still wore her Burberry but now open with a fleecy 

bright pink hoodie beneath, matching jeggings and trainers. She paraded up and down, hands in the 

pockets of her flapping overcoat, throwing them from one side to the other, spinning and dropping 

to one knee, as if under attack, to the bewilderment of others passing in the hallway. She had added 

mascara to the killer eyes. The hood had little horns or animal ears protruding. She sprang up and 

shrugged “I’m just trying to fit in!” An old man in flat cap, prodded at the toilet door with his stick 

and muttered “Keep trying...”  Damien and Cedric looked on with interest. The restaurant proved 

elusive after dark. Ian had memorised streets but they looked different in real life. The restaurant 

was tiny, hardly more than the front room of a modest bungalow, done out in spare Japanese decor 

– rice paper screens over blonde wood frames, those white paper lampshades and little banners 

hung from the ceiling, black with white calligraphy. A small ageless Japanese woman came to the 
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front door, non-committal as to the possibility of a meal. She retreated and could be heard in 

earnest discussion with another. The conversation grew heated with things dropped or slammed and 

furniture being dragged in bad grace, long disquisitions in a vaguely foreboding tone. They were on 

the point of leaving when she returned to the doorway, smiled and bowed and ushered them in. 

There were just two small tables either side of the windowless room, hard-backed chairs four to a 

table, everything unvarnished blonde wood, clean and simple.  

The conversation had been about his wife and children, the difficulties the current situation must 

present. They were his routine, his rudder, he smiled; without them he was lost. When you had that 

sort of connection, it made it easier to deal with all the other stuff. It made him less reckless, more 

prudent. He found himself saying that in some ways it was easier not to be talking to them while he 

was away because the contact would only intensify his discomfit. It was unusual for him to be away 

this long, but hopefully it would not be for much longer. And she? She had mentioned plans for a life 

beyond Grue Angels, where did she see herself heading next? She took a deep breath and took in 

the overhead banners. He had to promise not to laugh. He held up a scout’s honour salute. Her 

dream project involved translating recipes into musical scores, using a crazy notation devised by 

friends. It would be just a promotional stunt of course, for a food activism campaign she had been 

supporting for a while, just quietly. They were agitating against food standards in corporate 

agriculture and processing, against illegal practices overlooked in under-developed countries. The 

thing with music activism was to capitalise on the publicity. She knew she had done a lot of silly 

things, but she knew it keep people watching, talking. And that had a shelf life. You had to know 

when and where to spend it.  

To her surprise he asked if she had had any dealings with other nutritional watchdogs like Eco-Eater 

and For Goodness’ Sake? There ensued a long and rapid exchange of names and places as each 

staked out opposing sides of a vast concern that ran from government policy and scientific practice 

through to public access, transparency and accountability. Each suddenly spied the other from afar 

and picked their way carefully toward a bubbling middle ground. It was a conversation that 

consumed the rest of the evening, leaving them both intrigued and absorbed. A party to the other 

table – all of two metres away - came and went. Courses flowed along recommended lines. The 

conversation led to a fuller account of his previous dealings with Black Hand and his subsequent 

career trajectory. Lepid grew quieter, more thoughtful, her questions more searching. The 

conversation continued on the drive back to ‘The Winding Road’, up the stairs until where Ian turned 

to his door, almost to her surprise and then as she continued up onto the landing, to glance back and 

discover him, paused in the doorway, glancing back at her.  

 

 

 

The excursion to the Leichardt Wildlife Sanctuary got off to a slow start. Breakfast was a leisurely 

affair, each picking at their food, unwilling to plunge the conversation back into an all-consuming 

exchange. They rationed pleasantries. Proprietors Damien and Cedric, a little suspicious of the cash 

payments followed them out to the front steps to wave goodbye, arm in arm, not entirely sincerely. 

Once in the car the conversation resumed its true course, now detailing the many arms to Black 

Hand’s enterprise. In fact the vitality of the topic contributed to missing key turnings for their route, 

meandering corrections before they eventually joined the freeway heading south west, towards 
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Raglan, a city on the border with Albertia and high on the priorities of the road signs. The sanctuary 

was on a side road some way before that. It was only acknowledged as the B701. Roadworks on the 

freeway slowed their progress further. Lepid watched the scenery grow more wooded, with that 

distinctive dry greyness to the native forests. They reached the sanctuary early afternoon. A vast car 

park was half full, containing half a dozen touring coaches, many more mini-buses and hire cars. The 

entrance boasted an enormous concrete statue of two duelling kangaroos, erect on hind legs, heads 

thrown back, grappling with one another. They could have been dancing for all Lepid could discern 

as they passed under them, diverted to the ‘Cash Only’ window to one side of a rank of turnstiles. 

Beyond them lay a trim lawn in bright sunlight with an elaborate map and signs to many far flung 

attractions.  

Visitors generally divided between local school children or foreign tourists. Attendants were dressed 

in quasi-military uniforms with baggy shorts and long socks, exuding a somewhat forced familiarity. 

Several times Ian had to explain to them he was there privately, off-duty, briefly accompanying a 

visiting celebrity. Once or twice Lepid was recognised tentatively by some very young fans for whom 

nothing but a reprise to her performance in the hallway the previous night would suffice, or so she 

assured Ian, as she happily pranced and spun, this time revealing leopard-skin patterned ankle boots 

with a dark brown jumpsuit and skewed ‘pork pie’ hat. Eventually they were left alone to wander 

along little bush trails from one native habitat to another, often defeated by season or hour. At one 

point Lepid complained most of the animals were asleep or hiding. It was true many were nocturnal 

and secretive. The Lyre Bird for instance, an uncanny mimic of others’ noises, even recent and 

mechanical ones, remained unsighted in the undergrowth, despite written assurances of its 

presence. Its mimicry all but identical to reversing bleeps or bicycle bells, but these ultimately had to 

be taken on faith.  

On a sloping lawn wallabies sprawled as if sun baking. One, propped up on an elbow, regarded their 

approach tolerantly. Ian explained the differences between wallabies and kangaroos but it hardly 

mattered to Lepid. She was entranced by the strange, magical physiognomy. Slow movements and 

gentle voices were required but up close their face was somewhere between a dog and llama, their 

fur not unlike a combination. The koala’s enclosure had a noisy queue and Ian supposed that the 

whole cliché of posing with a koala in one’s arms would prove tedious and beneath her. He was 

wrong. They patiently waited half an hour while patronising young attendants reeled off streams of 

facts for the endangered species, offering pamphlets, advice on handling the cuddly, seemingly 

passive national icons. Lepid’s chosen companion was to be ‘Julia’ a four year old, bred in captivity, 

clearly comfortable with the arrangement. She nestled in Lepid’s arms with a kind of bemused 

resignation while Lepid shared deep and tender glances before extricating one of her arms, 

extending it with thumb and forefinger arched to mime holding a pocket screen for a ‘selfie’ 

moment. Others obliged. She turned to Ian, holding her hand up to him, beaming. He could not 

resist returning the compliment, holding out his hand, thumb and forefinger extended until their 

hands met, other fingers entwined and their faces drawn irresistibly closer to the imagined screens. 

Then, before he realised what he was doing, he kissed her lightly through the arched fingers, to the 

approval of onlookers. Both pulled back slowly, their gazes still locked, absorbing the momentum of 

the moment.  

The rest of the afternoon passed with more reserve. They sat with bowls of soup in the sanctuary 

‘Eats’ court, under an undulating sun awning. Lepid could see how it might look like she was some 

sort of bait, being used to lure him out where Black Hand might snatch him, in some sort of private 

power play. But she did not know of any such plan. She had acted on the spur of the moment, 

guided by Black Hand’s reputation in management. If they came after them they would probably be 

coming for both of them. For his part he was still puzzled by the press blackout on a missing 

policeman and patrol car. Could Black Hand have that sort of reach? If it did, it did not extend to him, 
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knowingly. He was just a pawn in this, as others had said from the start. At best he was decoy or 

distraction, but no instruction had ever been issued to him. They viewed one last attraction before 

the sanctuary closed for the day. It was an underground passage that allowed a view of a platypus 

swimming back and forth through a long glass tank. There were platypi at large in the creeks and 

streams to the sanctuary, but they were very elusive in their habits, usually to be observed at dawn 

or dusk, hence the subterranean view. The present specimen, an older animal named Boris, was 

chosen for display on rotation with others. Lepid marvelled at the bird-like bill, the webbed feet and 

paddle-like tail. It too was from another world, part water-rat or otter, part duck.  

They were the last to leave and their car was the only one left in the car park. They walked toward it 

in silence. When they reached it she asked how long it would take to drive to Palmerston? He 

shrugged, eight or nine hours, depending on traffic. She watched him. He turned and leant on the 

roof. Their three days were just about up and nothing had happened. That was a good thing, was it 

not? If either were going to kill the other they would have done it by now, would they not? If Black 

Hand were going to come after them, they would have done it by now – surely? Tomorrow the 

whole tour would depart for Albertia. Good riddance he said. So where do they go from here? She 

still wanted to see if she could collect her things from The Sundowner, but she suspected that would 

not be possible. That would all have been taken care of. She had her passport – she tapped her 

shoulder bag – but that too could be fixed, right? That may be no help. She was thinking about just 

going straight to the airport and getting a flight back to L.A. if her credit card had not been fixed as 

well. She regarded her shoulder bag ruefully. Ian looked down at his pocket screen but could not 

bring himself to turn it on. “Let’s leave it until morning?” he suggested finally. “Then we call people 

again and see what’s what?” It felt like stalling but she went along. But where to stay now? Back on 

the freeway there would be motels, perhaps closer to Raglan.  

The freeway crested the hills before descending to flatter, open farmland dominated by crops. They 

were around twenty kilometres from Raglan and Lepid selected a run-down specimen with an 

overhead sign Motel Heinz, in a dashing red and white script, now crumbling. Beneath was a strip of 

faded rooms with expansive but unpaved parking, deep tyre prints suggesting perhaps once a 

favourite of truckies. Heinz was long gone and a tall Indian named Virender took their business. 

Meals could delivered or there were places down the road. The row of rooms was actually U-shaped, 

cupped around a courtyard with a covered footpath, filthy swimming pool and scrappy palms. 

Beyond that, lay the grassy banks of a canal levee. Lepid loved the degraded, tawdry quality to it all. 

Virender ushered them through to the courtyard and along to their adjacent rooms near a corner. 

There were showers but no screens. They were the only guests at present. They could use the land 

line to call him if they needed anything. 

Down the road they found a village called New Hornsey, to Lepid’s bemusement. It was almost 

deserted but offered an array of takeaway foods and a large supermarket, ‘open late’. In the 

supermarket she contemplated just eating raw fruit for supper, nourishing berries, apples and stuff. 

He said he needed something hot. He felt like a souvlaki or kebab. She told him they were very bad 

for him. He didn’t care. Tonight he needed something hot. They crossed the road to a shop that 

advertised such things. He ordered a lamb souvlaki without garlic sauce; then all eyes turned to 

Lepid. She struggled inwardly before doubling the order, defending her choice on the grounds that it 

was important he did not eat alone. The staff, sensing reluctance, offered to prepare a special 

nourishing salad in Pitta bread for her, Fetta cheese and that? But she maintained a martyred air, 

sighing it hardly mattered at this point anyway. But she would take hers with garlic sauce, lots of it. 

She turned to inspect the drinks cabinet with evident disappointment. The staff set about filling the 

order and Ian explained he was not on duty. Lepid announced they would need drinks and abruptly 

strode back across the road to the supermarket. Ian waited, explained he was new to the area. They 
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nodded. She returned shortly with two bottles of a local Barolo, placing them on the counter before 

him. All eyes went on the bottles. They were on special, she added.  

They dined poolside in lightweight reclining chairs upholstered with interweaving nylon straps of 

canary yellow and lime green. A small serving table between them held the bottles and two 

disposable clear plastic tumblers. The courtyard’s lights awakened feebly, floodlights on the bottom 

of the pool cast a toxic green glow on the stewed surface, while flickering floodlights at the base of 

select palms gave the garden a trembling, melodramatic air. One wing of the rooms remained in 

darkness, in need of repair and cordoned off with tape that warned of unspecified danger. Toasts 

were downed to the prospect. “To Danger!” The meals were unwrapped and eaten in hand, slowly, 

thoughtfully. Lepid, a little surprised at the strength of the garlic sauce downed her drink in a single 

gulp and topped up the tumblers, declaring the garlic sauce was the real deal. Ian help up his 

tumbler to her and drained it. Since he had gone over to the dark side, she had no choice but to go 

all the way, as she saw it. She downed another. He toasted her daring, her discipline and recharged 

tumblers. She raised hers and returned the compliment. There were more toasts to the local wine 

industry. “Vashee zda-ró-vye” That sounded like Russian to her and she countered with the more 

Italianate “Chin-chin”. He countered with “Cheers”. She refilled and toasted “Creature comforts”. He 

toasted “On the road”. She toasted “Blaxland”.  

The night drew in; the garden lighting grew more vivid. They were well into the second bottle but a 

chill had set in and they hauled themselves to their feet, dumped the remnants in a skip by the 

danger area and wandered back to their rooms, purring. Ian’s room had only a bedside lamp as 

functioning illumination. It had been a fumbling discovery he took time to come to terms with, 

sitting on the side of his bed. He had just finished folding his uniform neatly upon a chair when the 

door was thrust open to reveal Lepid in just a towel. She seemed as startled as he. She ventured 

forward, unsteadily. “My shower’s not working”. “Oh really?” His tone was heavy with innuendo. 

She moved carefully, almost in slow motion toward the bathroom. He paced after her and snatched 

the towel from her. “Just as I suspected!” He held the towel up for inspection, as if to reveal a 

business name along one end. “The property of The Winding Road B&B, if I’m not very much 

mistaken”. Her head dropped in mock shame. “They gave it to me as a parting gift”. He looped it 

around her and drew her to him. “You know where this sort of thing leads, don’t you?” “No – 

where?” “To our downfall and everything we stand for, young lady” They eyed one another closely, 

her hands sliding up his chest and around his neck. “Good.” She pressed him backwards, toward the 

bed and then pushed him onto it, landing on top of him. 

“You’re asking for trouble, you know that?” “I’m not asking” she said, cupping his face with her 

hands and kissing it tenderly. “Your breath smells of garlic.” “Does it?” she feigned surprise. “Just as 

well you’re not a vampire then.”She exhaled heavily, he grimaced. “You’re placing me in a difficult 

position.” “Which position would that be?” She wrenched at his underpants, determinedly. His 

hands cupped her breasts. “I feel like I’m being set adrift” “Well let’s see if we can’t moor you 

somewhere a little more firmly” she straddled him, guiding his penis. “I suspect you’ve done this 

before” “You’re a very suspicious man, Ian” He groaned involuntarily. “We shall have to allay those 

suspicions, I can see” she leaned forward, closer, her rhythm supple, subtle. He caressed her 

buttocks, thighs. He would kiss those nipples if he could reach them. “That telltale towel!” he 

moaned. “What are you, the towel Nazi?” The rhythm built and became too exciting and he rolled 

her over, under him while staying inserted. She gasped. “Why Inspector, the beat goes on! That sir, 

was a practised move.” “If we’re going to do this, we should be taking precautions.” “Well it’s a bit 

late now” “You haven’t taken a contraceptive?” “Nope.” “Why not?” “I didn’t anticipate doing this” 

“I did. But it seemed so wrong.” “How does it seem now?” “Well can we wait until we finish for a 

review?” “I know, sorry, I’m such a spoiler”.  
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They eventually finished. They lay on their backs side by side, staring at the ceiling. A post-shag 

inquest only inspired a prompt encore incorporating several adjustments to limbs and a far more 

passionate, satisfying performance. In time they resumed their positions, side by side, holding 

hands, contemplating the ceiling once more. Suddenly they heard a noise outside – disturbingly 

close, like something being dragged or knocked in passing. Instantly Ian realised the door was still 

open and leapt for his gun, motioned to Lepid with a finger to his lips and crept to the doorway. One 

of the pool chairs had been placed in the nearby corner, possibly to aid climbing on to the roof. He 

could see nothing up there without a torch and backed further into the courtyard, shielding his eyes 

against the glare of the pathway lights, but in vane. The night was suddenly alive with menace. He 

spun slowly around, gun at the ready, listening intently. For some reason he was drawn in the 

direction of the levee bank. Beyond the floodlit palms it was pitch black. He listened and crept, 

straining after the least stirring, perhaps the crack of a branch somewhere on the other side of the 

canal. There was some sort of overgrown driveway running alongside the bank, he could barely 

make it out in the shadows, probably accessed by a side street on one side of the motel. He looked 

in that direction for a long time, crazily expected headlights to suddenly appear, toying with turning 

on the spot to his gun, which would of course immediately present himself as a target. He waited.  

Then he heard a car engine start, but not nearby, from over in front of the motel. He dashed back 

wildly, his bare feet tortured by twigs and pebbles. He charged through the passageway to the office 

and out through the front door. The car park was deserted. His patrol car was gone. He turned and 

raced back to his room, oblivious to the fact that he was naked and the night cold. He burst through 

the doorway to discover she was gone as well. He had heard no struggle, not a sound. He checked 

his trousers for the car keys. They were gone. He stood panting in the dimly lit room, devastated. He 

dressed and checked he still had a wallet and pocket screen. That was something. He tried to contact 

Virender in vain. The office was locked; there was no afterhours address or number. He wandered 

back out to the carpark, hand on his holster, mind reeling. He still could not bring himself to turn on 

his screen or radio for some reason. He drew his gun again and then holstered it. He walked back 

down and checked Lepid’s room. All her stuff was gone. He looked for any evidence of her but could 

find none. He sunk into a chair and stayed there until dawn. Outside a thick fog rolled in. The 

courtyard lights remained on and there was still no sign of Virender, if there really was a Virender.   

He wandered out the front of the motel and across the carpark to the side street. It was unpaved 

and dusty. On the other side was a windbreak of old conifers, cypress or cedars of some kind, dark 

and dense, made all the more so in the fog. He wandered down the street, toward the levee, curious 

to see if he could detect the driveway he had discerned last night. Instead he discovered the street 

turned right, ran parallel to the levee away from the motel, as did the windbreak. Visibility was low 

but he could make out what looked like the back of his patrol car, maybe fifty metres along. There 

was still no sight or sound of anyone, at most the occasional mournful bird’s cry. His footsteps had 

an eerie clarity. He approached the car cautiously, dreading who he might find in it. There were no 

lights on. And there was no one at home when he reached the driver’s door. He tried the door. It 

opened. His keys were in the ignition. He got in, turned it on. As he did, Payne and Gaine loomed out 

of the fog up ahead, one on either side of the narrow street, walking toward him at a measured 

pace. Behind them some distance, he could make out a smaller female figure in black. He felt certain 

it was Lola. Then, just as Payne and Gaine neared the car, they stopped, as if on signal. From behind 

the car, Bryce appeared, advanced and paused at the passenger door, intent only upon Payne and 

Gaine. Some kind of challenge was being played out, that much was obvious. In his rear-vision mirror 

Ian noticed three men quietly falling in behind his car. They were rugged up. He could not be sure, 

but they looked not unlike the handball team from The Winding Road B&B.  

The whole scene had a dream-like inconsequence. Ian felt entirely like an onlooker, uninvolved but 

curious. Payne and Gaine turned back to the woman for a moment, then, with some resignation all 
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three smartly crossed into the windbreak and disappeared. Bryce dropped into the passenger seat, 

satisfied with the outcome and told Ian to drive quickly straight ahead and turn right at the next 

corner then right again back onto the freeway. Ian threw the lights on and followed instruction. They 

were now heading back along the freeway following overhead signs to Howick and Palmerston. As 

they passed Motel Heinz he glimpsed a large police flyer in the carpark, a crowd of officers milling. 

What had fuckingwell just happened was his first question. Bryce could only laugh and apologise, 

squeezing his shoulder for consolation. He was happy to share what he knew about the operation 

but it was hardly the whole story. What happened to her? She was safe. Their people had got to her 

before Black Hand, luckily, and now had a very strong bargaining position for the return of Brian 

Wade and Rina Al-Habri. They were? Brian had been snatched from the Grandville gig, Rina from last 

night’s debacle at Bowen University. It took a while to put a name to Brian, but they had. Rina was 

much more straightforward. So Lepid was kidnapped? She was, but she was not harmed at all. It was 

a very smooth lift by a skilled team. Spooks? The Centre for National Intelligence, AKA Intel, Tactical 

Wing, AKA Spooks... yes. Was Bryce one? “Let’s just say I get ‘seconded’ a good deal more than you,” 

he winked.  

 

 

 

Where was she now? That he could not say. But it was reasonable to assume it would be in or 

around Palmerston. And what exactly had happened at the Howick Festival? That he could be more 

forthcoming about since he had had a box seat. Basically the security guard on the backstage gate 

was an off-duty local policeman moonlighting and had brought with him a scanner on his gun that 

could not identify Bryce as a valid uniformed officer and so barred him and the band he was 

escorting. It was just some glitch, Bryce supposed. The Black Hand heavies got interested and it 

looked to him as if the guard may have been in league with them. Since they knew Black Hand were 

against the band playing, it looked like some sort of set-up. It set off the bullshit detector in other 

words. That was when he called for backup, sensing there may be some sort of confrontation. Trevor 

arrived, gun drawn and the guard called him, there was a stand-off and Trev went down. The Black 

Hand heavies were really pissed off with the guard and frankly it looked like he was set to drill them 

as well before Anita and the organisers stepped in. It was a farce basically. Black Hand offered to 

airlift Trevor to hospital, some sort of gesture no doubt. His wounds were pretty tidy actually – that 

guard knew what he was doing, it had to be said – but they did need dressing. Trev was in a bit of a 

state, understandably.  

“Anyway I insisted on accompanying him because obviously we couldn’t really trust Black Hand, 

given their form. It was a bit of a gamble but I was up for it. They seemed as frustrated by the turn of 

events as anyone. Later, at the hospital I got the impression they thought it was a bit of a win–win 

with the band turned away and Spec Ops taking a hit. But in the meantime Anita had got the band 

admitted; only then there was dissent within the band over Lepid’s departure and they ended up not 

playing. They stayed and guested with The Imbeciles and Antibodies and generally seemed to enjoy 

themselves, bless ’em. They were all genuine blokes I found, even the sheilas. Incidentally, we had a 

man in Antibodies, but that’s by the by. Lepid’s caper was entirely her own doing, although Lynx and 

Mark were inclined to follow her initially. When you went off grid they were a little worried back at 
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HQ but then we realised she had inserted one of these little dongies.” He plucked the tiny USB from 

his shirt pocket and held it up. “Now while it pretty much scotches our tracking, at the same time it 

sends out a clear signal to Black Hand’s satellites. This, we were able to intercept and so continue to 

track your movements, thankfully”. Ian asked did Bryce think she knew it did this? “Well I can’t think 

why she would install it otherwise. You were there; did she think it was going to improve radio 

reception of something?” Ian didn’t know. The whole experience had been so confusing. “The thing 

is, we couldn’t figure out why they would use Lepid to entrap you, when that was obviously 

jeopardising the rest of the tour. It was like sacrificing a queen to take a pawn, no offence. We knew 

your presence would irritate them, maybe distract them a little from their ‘Singing with Safety’ 

programme, but we didn’t know you would pull the thing apart like that. You really were the joker in 

the pack on this one.” 

“We sort of waited to see what they would do. We blacked-out press coverage of the caper, since 

that might tip our hand, one way or the other, whether we knew where you were or didn’t. We were 

fishing. The concerts without Lepid were not well received. Lynx and Leo9 filled in capably, from 

what I could tell, but the punters were not buying it.  That’s showbiz I guess. Once we could identify 

Brian from the Vinigaroo gig it occurred to us that Lepid would make a handy bargaining chip in an 

exchange of recognised persons. They couldn’t hide from that anymore.  We had identities. The rest 

of the Grue Angels World Tour was not going too far without her and her reputation was not going 

to let her sink without a trace. So Black Hand couldn’t very well just say “keep her”.  They would 

have to come to the table for once and return Brian and Rina. The only snag would have been if they 

had realised how vulnerable Lepid was way out there in the mulga. It seems they thought they 

would teach her a lesson or maybe just let her cool down for a while. Her clashes with Lola were 

pretty intense from all reports. Oh yeah, big issues on both sides of the table there.” He mimed a 

cat’s claw. “So we beat them to the punch and then couldn’t resist rubbing their noses in it by 

dangling you there, in the aftermath. Was it a risk? Definitely. But see, Blaxland is a very small 

country, we don’t get to push anyone around or win wars. What we do is strictly behind the scenes, 

small scale, in our own backyard. And when we get the chance to score points, we take it. We’re 

terribly deferential and polite in public of course, but both sides know. They got there last night but 

we’d already made the lift, had observers on the ground. They went off again and came back after 

they realised you could be a bargaining chip as well. We parked your patrol car by remote just near 

where their flyer would land. Just to let them know we were a step or two ahead of them. If you 

hadn’t gone to them this morning, they would have come for you. But either way we had it 

covered.” 

“It can’t have been easy for you and we regret putting you through all this convoluted stuff, but 

that’s the way it goes I’m afraid. Under the bonnet it is one messy, evil fucking world mate.” They 

had reached the part of the freeway where road-works were underway for the next eight 

kilometres. They crawled in a long queue past weathered navvies holding lollipop signs. Would he be 

able to see her? Bryce pulled a face, very much doubted that. She was in hiding. There could be no 

trails. Better to wait and see how the hostage exchange goes. But he would advise against it. Bryce 

was pretty interested in the horse-trading himself, but would not be privy to negotiations. All that 

would go on at higher levels. Diplomacy was war continued by other means; he paraphrased some 

German with fitting cynicism. The whole Spec Ops team would be reassigned in the next few days. 

Ian could go back up to Drysdale, catch up on all the bio-tech. Did Yates know Bryce was a spook? 

Bryce laughed. Yates would have a pretty good idea by now, but he would rather not know, for 

political reasons. And Mason? Bryce did not want to say too much about Mason. Ian sensed a rivalry. 

They pulled in to refuel and switched driving duties. Ian turned on his police radio and pocket screen 

to discover a library of messages from Lozz, the kids, his mum and brother-in-law. He was back in his 

world. He put in his ear buds and spent an hour or so catching up. Bryce chatted with Palmerston, 

gauging the office politics, flying in cruise control.  
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They reached Palmerston late in the afternoon, joined peak hour traffic inching northward. There 

would be a debrief tomorrow but today it was enough to return the car to the pool, sign out and 

catch up in the office. The team was back in plain clothes, tidying up loose ends. Trevor was still on 

sick leave. Ian quickly became the centre of attention, but was uncomfortable answering questions 

because he didn’t know how much they already knew. He stalled. They could see he was stressed, it 

was understandable. He struggled with his report on the last four days, staring at the screen for long 

periods, deleting and rewriting the same phrases. He had to pretend Lepid had kept his gun, but 

admitted he became sympathetic to her predicament. His position had always been that their orders 

were to handle the situation with kid-gloves, to keep a low profile but a uniform presence and that is 

what he had done. He had remained in uniform, on duty. He had tried to guide her but did not force 

the situation. She did not seem particularly unstable or dangerous. The times and places were as 

precise as he could recall. The ATM theft had gone unreported from what he could see, because the 

bank had suppressed details. So no charges were forthcoming there. There ought to still be cash 

under the passenger seat. 

He went home in plain clothes, thinking about where she may be lodged. He thought of the 

penthouse apartments in HQ, but spooks would want their own, probably. Where was the Centre for 

National Intelligence these days? It was probably another tower somewhere around here. Perhaps 

they too used The Anson for special guests? How could he check? At the office he may have 

clearances allowing him access to that sort of thing. It would not be possible from his hotel room. 

Should he just wander corridors, floor by floor, on the off-chance?  He would not be contemplating 

such desperate measures except that her welfare tortured him. Not once had Bryce considered what 

might become of her, in a trade back to Black Hand. All he (and Blaxland) were interested in was 

levelling the scores. Who knew what scores Black Hand kept? People just disappeared in there. Lepid 

was already in their bad books, who knew what the price for that may be? 

He sat on his bed going over suggestions for homecoming gifts for Bart and Ada. Lozz had her finger 

on the pulse, as usual. She sent links to stores. He would just be the delivery guy, he conceded. That 

was pretty much the way it worked, all the way down. He paused, staring out the window into the 

night. Then there was a call from Bruce. Bruce apologised for the delay. He had been in Barcelona 

for the summer Three-Green-Worlds conference and all the usual distractions, he laughed. It was 

always great to hear from Ian though. What was happening back in Blaxland? How could he help? 

Ian told him pretty much everything. It felt good getting it off his chest. Bruce listened gravely, 

advised that he needed post traumatic stress counselling. He had to put all this behind him. He had 

to focus on his family, maybe take sick leave; take a holiday away together. Work on that bond. It 

was the only way he could put Lepid back at a safe distance. Bruce talked a lot of sense. He always 

did. He got his divided loyalties, his crippling withdrawal in the workplace. He knew about this stuff. 

It was all stuff Ian was more or less aware of, but could not make work. He knew what he had to do, 

but he could not do it. He thanked Bruce kindly and promised to keep him informed, but he was not 

sure he could.  

The debrief was mid-morning. Almost the whole team was in the conference room. Trevor was there 

with a walking stick, regretting he had not been able to join the raid on Motel Heinz. There just 

weren’t any seats left in the flyer! He would need the stick for a few more weeks; he shook his head. 

Otherwise he was fine. Bryce was conspicuously absent, ‘detained at Napier Street’ according to 

Anita, which meant conferring with spooks. Mason made a point of shaking Ian’s hand and 

congratulating him on surviving a gruelling ordeal. There may be citation at some point. But the first 

order of business was the gig on Bowen campus where the attendance had been below Black Hand’s 

supposed sample size and so by rights ought to have cancelled. But again they persevered until a 

young woman from the audience, clambered up on the stage to stand in for Lepid, much to the 

approval of the audience, only for the Grue Angels road crew to bundle her into the back of their 
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van. It was all caught on video from various sources and was a clear violation of their agreement. So 

far Black Hand had requested postponements to any conference, which was why the screens would 

remain empty today. Related to this stalemate was the capture of Lepid Pfaffy yesterday, charged 

with the kidnap of Inspector Ian Cortes and hijack of a police patrol car over four days through the 

south west of the country. Pfaffy may yet be exchanged for Blaxland citizens, believed taken in Black 

Hand’s programme of identifying potential terrorists and extremists. Everyone at the table 

understood the nature of the negotiations which would be conducted at the highest levels of 

government. And everyone was to be congratulated for concluding a difficult operation against a 

formidable opponent.  

Pansy Sydbourne appeared in the office after lunch with a rail booking tomorrow for Drysdale. The 

train departed at 9.25. Ian’s secondment officially ended there. There would be confirmation when 

he reached Drysdale. There was a round of farewells with the rest of the team and there would be 

drinks in the bar after work, but effectively his job was done. The fact that Lepid had been charged 

with criminal offences only returned his thoughts to her incarceration. She may yet be held upstairs 

in one of the penthouse suites. He had checked The Anson’s booking directory from his desk but 

could find nothing promising. He told himself he just needed to eliminate this one last possibility 

before he could step away, move on, get back to his life. But he knew he could not. He did not have 

clearance to visit the penthouse suites and even if he had, he could not really search them. There 

would be locked doors and guards that would not eliminate anything for him. Bryce had said they 

had not known that Ian could pull Black Hand’s plans clean apart, but it was just as true that Lepid 

had done the same for Ian. His world was irrevocably shattered. Did Black Hand realise this? Did they 

rejoice in their exquisite revenge? Would they revere Lepid once returned to them? He could not 

stop thinking about this stuff.  

He strolled out into autumn where everything was leaving, heading downtown to the department 

stores, toy departments, confectioners, gift shops for the unimaginative. He must try and put it all 

behind him, rediscover whatever it was that made it all work before. The streets were bustling, giant 

screens celebrated football season but the traffic lights were all against him. Laden with gifts for Bart 

and Ada, he had ordered flowers for Lozz, hoping they would be delivered tomorrow, as promised, 

in time for his arrival. But he vaguely window-shopped with her in mind all the same. He wandered 

down a narrow lane that would once have been no more than a service entrance but was now 

sprinkled with boutique interests, pet wear and vinyl records, bonsai and milliners. In the crowded 

window of a curiosity shop he spied an old-fashioned painted porcelain figure of a kangaroo. He 

recognised it as one of a set in various sizes because Lozz had once had the full set, a taste inherited 

from her mother. The largest one, identical to this, had been shattered by one of Bart’s reckless 

pranks as a five year old leaving only the two smaller ones at either end of the mantelpiece. He went 

in and bought it. An old lady delicately extricated it from the window display and placed it on the 

ancient glass counter. Ian tentatively extended a finger to stroke its head and wept. The old lady was 

dismayed and asked what was wrong? Could she help? He could only shake his head and ask if it 

might be gift-wrapped.  

When his train reached Drysdale he had expected to feel better, to feel as if he had taken a giant 

step forward. Instead it felt like he was running away. Unfinished business in Palmerston nagged. He 

wheeled his suitcase along the platform toward the exit, glancing around for familiar faces, half 

expecting to see Lozz at the gate. He saw only strangers. He took a cab to Durbridge Road; The Office 

of Enforcement of Agricultural Practices. It was just coming up to lunchtime and he nodded to 

passing acquaintances. On the third floor he parked his things at his desk and dropped into his chair. 

There was a little Welcome Home card leaning against his desktop from Rhonda and Verity, the 

office secretaries, signed by everyone. Surrounding colleagues welcomed him casually, joked about 

sports and local foes as they stood and made their way to the canteen. Everyone was slightly 
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reserved. Ian noticed. He logged in, unpacked his laptop and some paperwork and reorganised. His 

gifts were in a separate bag he could now transfer to his suitcase. As he took them out and put them 

on the desk he paused at the kangaroo. He put the others in his suitcase and just looked at the 

kangaroo, eventually began to unwrap it and stopped. Finally he put it in his bottom drawer. 

He had an appointment with Barkow at two. The portly man expressed deep concern for Ian’s 

welfare, eyed him closely, congratulated him on a difficult assignment and told him it had been 

suggested Ian might take sick leave. There would be no questions asked, he dropped his voice 

confidentially. His work load had not eased here, he had to admit. The GRUNDLI negotiations 

dragged on, three inspections were late and there were new specs submitted by AURICO. Ian 

nodded sympathetically and replied that if it was all the same to the Chief Inspector he would prefer 

to return to work as of now. Barkow nodded curtly and had hoped he might say that, but added that 

he was not to push it. Take it easy. Palmerston had been concerned with his frame of mind and had 

recommended counselling. Barkow could arrange that if he liked. Ian replied he would let him know 

if it came to that. 

He went home on the bus as usual, the days shorter now, lights on earlier. Everyone was at the front 

door as he walked up the path, kisses, laughter and hugs. There were new games for Bart and Ada, 

new parts of old games, silly toys and treats and a meal already on the table. After they were put to 

bed, Ian and Lozz cleared it all away and washed the dishes by hand. They had gone over the events 

of the last week in calls but returned to it in greater detail. Had he slept with her? He had not. It was 

a hostage situation; she had his gun and expected to be ambushed at any time. She suspected he 

was an agent of Black Hand sent to kill her and was completely paranoid. He kept waiting for Special 

Operations to intervene. He felt he had to just play for time. It was no time for romance. She was 

pretty but completely unbalanced. He did no more than his duty. Lozz was unconvinced but she 

could see there was no point persisting. She said nothing, stared at him. He had pulled up the 

drawbridge. He, on the other hand, found his version of events entirely convincing, and only wished 

it had been the truth, privately. They went to bed, chatting of other things. The McPhersons had a 

new car, the vacuum cleaner had packed up again and Ada wanted money for a school excursion to 

Peru. There was not even an attempt at sex. Deep down Ian knew she didn’t believe him, but he 

could not go any deeper.  

At work a lot of the day was spent reading and checking sources on ongoing investigations. He talked 

to screens about dates and lab results. It was easy to stay grounded, distanced. At lunchtime he took 

the kangaroo from the bottom drawer for a long walk through the city centre and donated it to an 

op shop. He got back late but no-one said anything. He was drinking less coffee, making inroads on 

that backlog of correspondence and rescheduling. Gary Walton parked a mug of coffee on the 

corner of his desk as if landing a flyer, complete with landing bleeps. It was Ian’s mug. “All right 

there, chief?” Ian thanked him with a perfunctory grin and a nod, allowed that he was slowly getting 

back into it. That night the big news was Ada had tonsillitis and may require a procedure. Ice cream 

figured as a major incentive and the freezer was stocked with three varieties. Each must be tested 

and preferences tabulated. Ian brought out his uniform peak cap and took photos of everyone 

wearing it. There was his gun holster as well. The gun had been returned to the department armoury 

and he had placed a portable shaver in the holster, explaining it sometimes proved handier. Lozz 

eyed it inquiringly. He shrugged. It was a hasty pick-up on the run. No-one thought of everything.  

Days passed with new assignments taking shape, more conferences with legal teams and Ian 

gradually assuming command again, suggesting things jokingly, advising, supervising, endorsing and 

counter-signing. He did not feel entirely back to normal but he was improving his impersonation. 

There was a message from Trevor, out of the blue, just quietly. He knew that Ian would want to 

know that an exchange of hostages had been concluded. Lepid Pfaffy was back performing with 
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Grue Angels, but this would be her final tour with the band, by mutual consent. Trev was 

noncommittal. There was a link to a video. He clicked it hesitantly then closed it. He would wait until 

after work, when the office was empty. She was in another darkened lounge, probably another 

motel, in close up, an amplified heart pulse beating quietly in the background. She wore an 

extravagant purple coiffure and her transatlantic accent. She sighed deeply and folded her arms, 

now sleeves of tattoos (probably temporary). She inclined her head. “Hey fanbay – Lepid here to 

announce mission accomplished, the farewell tour and nothing lasts forever. But you knew that, 

right? Now I’m too old for you so I’m out of here; catch you on the other side”. Her eyes widened 

crazily and the picture cut to the video for Blood Pact and Posted with her fateful last lines to the 

camera. Ian paused it. Replayed it again and again, dropped his head onto folded arms and wept.     

One night Lozz had a special surprise after dinner, almost as an afterthought. She led him into the 

lounge laughing. Their neighbour Amy had found a porcelain kangaroo in an op shop in town, exactly 

like the one that had been broken ages ago, beyond repair. Amy, having admired the remaining two, 

gave it to her as a pre-Christmas present. Amy was so sweet. Ian kissed Lozz on the cheek and told 

her she was as well. They stood there, arms around each other. Lozz confessed that actually she had 

outgrown the old figures; they seemed kitsch now, didn’t he think? She had hardly noticed the 

remaining two until the new addition, which took centre place for now. She was thinking they 

needed to refresh the whole look of the place, leave her mother’s tastes in perhaps the hall or the 

upstairs cabinet. Ian studied it critically, happy with whatever she decided. That night she tried for 

sex. They had had none since his return and while he readily responded and they fell easily into their 

routine, it lacked something for her. Was it her? He quickly fell asleep as usual, leaving her to 

wonder. In the morning, before he was about to leave, she caught him standing in the doorway to 

the lounge, looking across at the mantelpiece. She asked him had he changed his mind and his reply 

was a quiet, dreamy “No”. She knew then that she had lost him. And that he did not know what he 

had lost.  

 

 


